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An extract from John Arrowsmith's map of South Australia, 1839.

Introduction
This Working Paper is the first of a series of documents presenting
information and proposals on sites, buildings and structures of heritage
significance in the Morgan district and summarises the research of
month 1 of the study.
The first step in identifying items of heritage significance is to
examine the history of the district in terms of the economic, social
and physical developments achieved as they relate both to the district
itself and to the State or Nation. This information allows the relevant
themes such as exploration, cattle overlanding, pastoralism, township
development, river trade and agriculture among others, to be identified.
It also provides a list of sites, buildings and structures which are
important in an historic or design sense and which should be subjected
to further detailed analysis.
This Working Paper has two parts. Part One provides a chronological
summary of the district's history and is organised into three periods
of time, according to the dominance of particular themes. Part Two
suggests a broad listing of sites, structures and buildings of historical
or design importance for refinement by the Steering Committee into a
short list for more detailed examination. The detailed assessments of
proposed heritage items will be the subjects of later Working Papers.
Sources of information are given in detail so that later users of the
information can check for authenticity. The documents used for reference
purposes are given in brackets at the relevant place and are listed as
Appendix A. The persons contacted listed during the study will be in
a later Working Paper. This study acknowledges particularly the valuable
information collected for the Morgan Centenary in 1978 by Jack White
and the Centenary Committee.

PART 1.
1.1

Summary of history

Prior to 1830

This study is concerned with the history of the Morgan district since
the first physical contact of European man in 1830. The previous long
history of Aboriginal settlement, presents a fascinating tale of trade
routes, encampments, tribal lore, river crafts, food gathering, burial
customs and communications. These aspects have been partly examined
by other studies leading to designation of Aboriginal Relic Sites (2)
and will, hopefully, be the subject of further detailed examination.
The influence of European culture on the Aborigines of the area predates
the physical arrival of the first recorded Europeans to visit the area,
namely Captain Charles Sturt and his crew in February 1830. Introduced
diseases such as smallpox swept down the Murray Valley from the early
settled areas of New South Wales in the early 1800's with disastrous
effects on the Aboriginal population.
1.2

1830-1874

This first period of European contact commences with Captain Charles
Sturt's voyage along the River Murray and closes with the presentation
of a petition to State Parliament requesting the survey of a railway
line from Kapunda to North West Bend. During this period, the 'Bend'

2.

was an important staging point for explorers and stock overlanders.
Surveyor-General Goyder, for example, estimated that a twelve month
period in the mid 1860's saw 350,000 sheep (i.e. 900 travelling sheep
per day) travel the stock route.
Several important sheep stations including Nor'-West Bend, Roonka, Murbko
and Nikalapko were established and grew to large holdings before having
their Pastoral Leases progressively.resumed for closer settlement. By
1865 the Nor'-West Bend Run had 18,000 sheep, 120 miles of fencing, a system
of wells and held Pastoral Leases to approximately 300 square miles of
country. It was yet to grow much larger.
A small settlement was built at the North West Bend on the flat area
adjacent to the present ferry landing on the Morgan side of the river.
This included a Police Station and possibly some accommodation (photograph
in S.A. Archives). Hotels were licensed by Herman von Rieben at what
is now Brenda Park and by J. McKay at Weston's Flat.
River steamers plied their trade through the area following the first
steamer voyages upstream by Captains Cadell and Randell in 1853. Various
boat operators saw the advantages of a rail link from the North West
Bend to Port Adelaide to save the long, time consuming voyage from the
up stream cargo customers to the sea port particularly in the face of
competition from new railways from Echuca and Wodonga to Melbourne.
The main themes of this period are:
a)
b)
c)
d)

exploration,
stock overlanding,
pastoral development,
coach routes.

and

Significant events:
1830
Captain Charles Sturt made his voyage down the Murray passing the North
West Bend on February 3rd. Returned upstr~am and camped near the Bend
on February 21st. (3)
1838
Joseph Hawden and Charles Bonney brought the first lot of cattle overland
from N.S.W. to Adelaide, passing the North West Bend on March 19th.
Their route followed existing Aboriginal tracks.
(4)
Imlay and Hill travelled to the North West Bend from Adelaide.

(2)

1839
Admiral Pullen, after successfully navigating the Murray Mouth, sailed
the ketch "Waterwitch" to the North West Bend. He was accompanied by
Edward Bate Scott (5) (6). An expedition led by Captain Charles Sturt,
including Governor Gawler, explored the country to the north-west of
North West Bend - named Mt. Bryan. The party had a camp at the North
West Bend.
(2) (8)
Special Surveys of land along sections of the Murray were made including
land for Edward John Eyre and George Hall (2).
SEE MAP
Large consignment of cattle from Bathurst to Adelaide passed through the
district.
(6)
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3.

The Nor'-West Bend Special Survey Grant was issued to George Hall on
June 21st.
(2)
A police expedition led by Major O'Halloran passed through the district
on investigations into attack on Inman's overland party.
(7)
Edward John Eyre was appointed Sub-Protector of Aborigines at Moorundee.
This improved race relations and promoted new pastoral settlement.
(6)
James Hawker visited McBean's Pound.

County Eyre proclaimed on June 2nd.

(2)

(9)

1843
George Hall conveyed Sections 240-245 Hundred of Cadell to Julia Hutchinson
(2)
and Sections 231, 234-8, 259 and 260 to Henry Roberts.
Lachlan McBean squatted at Roonka.

(2)

James Hawker built a hut at Cumbunga Creek.

(2)

1844
Captain Charles Sturt's expedition to the interior passed the North
West Bend in late August.
(10)
1845
Lachlan McBean obtained an occupation licence for Roonka.

(2)

1850
Governor Young, accompanied by Edward Bate Scott made an expedition from
Moorundee to the Darling via the North West Bend.
(5) (6)
1851
John Tayler took up Pastoral Lease No. 94 comprising 277 sq. km to the
north and south of the Bend.
(2)
Fourteen year leases were issued to Edward Bate Scott, Lease No. 96 of
38 sq. miles; Lachlan McBean, Lease No. 127 of 18 sq. miles and John
Tayler, Lease No. 94.
(11)
The German Adventurer, Friedrich Gerstacker, trekked down the Murray.
River in flood.

(5)

1852
Captain Cadell sailed from Swan Hill to Goolwa in a canvas boat to test
the river for navigability.
(5)

(5)

4.

-1853
The first paddle steamers on the Murray, 'Lady Augusta' and 'Mary Ann'
passed the Bend on their voyages from Goolwa to Swan Hill. (5) (51) (12)
Philip Levi took up 49 sq. km as Pastoral Lease No. 278.

(2)

A Fourteen Year Lease was issued to Edward Bate Scott, Lease No. 253 of
43 sq. miles.
(11)
1854
Fourteen Year Leases were issued to Edward Bate Scott, Lease No. 370,
and Lachlan McBean, Lease No. 339.
(11)
1855
Von Rieben's North West Bend Hotel first licensed.

(13)

Surveyor William Pearson surveyed parts of Hundred of Hay (2) - he noted
a slab hut and stockade.
1856
Governor MacDonnell made a voyage in the P.S. "Melbourne" stopping at
McBean Pound to assess its potential as a railway terminal.
(5)
A party of equestrians from Adelaide visited the district and stayed
at von Rieben 's hotel.
( 5)
Herman

von Rieben took a lease to Brenda Park Station.

Sir Thomas Elder made a· voyage in the P. S.
Pound and North West Bend. (5)

11

(1)

Gundagai" stopping at

t~cBean

Nor'-West Bend Station consolidated to Philip Levi and Charles Campbell,
adding Pastoral Lease No. 441 of 93 square km. (2)
A railway line was proposed from Gawler Town to Kapunda to Blanchetown.

(14)

1857
Lachlan McBean purchased the freehold to McBean Pound.

(2)

Alternative railway proposals made including one from Burra via Baldina Creek
to North West Bend. Others were from River Light to Blanchetown and Truro
to Moorundee. (15)
1859
Governor Gawler took title to Sections 240-245 Hundred of Cadell by bequest
from Julia Hutchinson. (2) .
Charles Campbell died at Nor'-West Bend Station. (6) The Station was
then sold to Charles H. Armytage for 30,000 pounds. He appointed Robert
N. Bell as manager and Donald Mclean as overseer and turned principally
to sheep production. (6)

The 'Rest and be Thankful' hotel at Weston's Flat was-first licensed by
J. McKay. ( 13)

5.
A Commission of Enquiry was held into the plight of the Aborigines.
Following the Commission, a Reserve was established on Sections 204 and
220, Hundred of Eba. (2)
The Hundred of Eba was proclaimed on April 19th.
A Post Office opened at Brenda Park with Herman

(1)(16)
von Rieben as Postmaster.

1861
C.H. Armytage took up Pastoral Lease No. 948 of 31 sq. miles. The total
area of Nor'-West Bend Station under Pastoral Lease now 302 sq. miles. (52}
1862
The 14 Year Lease No. 96 was resumed from E.B. Scott and No. 127 from
L. McBean. 309 acres of the latter was resold as freehold. (17)
W. Maliyon took over the licence of the 'Rest and be Thankful' hotel at
Weston's Flat. (13)
1863
Governor Gawler transferred Sections 240-245 Hundred of Cadell to
F.J. Sanderson. (2)
David Power established Murbko Station with Thomas Glen, Manager.
272 square miles. (6)

Lease of

. 1864
Robert Bell left Nor'-West Bend Station. Donald Mclean was promoted to
manager and introduced novel management practices such as fencing, steam
pumps and self-filling troughs. (2)(6)
The Railway 'war' started with the Victorian Government building a line
from Melbourne to Echuca to trap river trade. (18)
1865
Period of severe drought. The State Government held a Royal Commission
on the pastoral industry to which Donald Mclean gave evidence. The Run
then had 18,000 sheep. (6)(53)
Surveyor-General Goyder designated 'Goyder's Line' of rainfall.
Surveyor James Brooks visited McBean Pound.

(56)

(2)

1866
Nor'-West Bend Station now

compri~ed

2,124 sq. km.

Lachlan McBean purchased Section 10, Hundred of Hay.

(2)
(2)

The South Australian Gazetteer gave descriptions of 'North West Bend Run',
'von Rieben's' and 'Murbko Run'. (19)
The population within a 30 mile radius of North West Bend was estimated
at 100. (8)

(1}
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6.

1867
Mallyon's transferred the licence at Weston's Flat toT. Tayler.

(13)

1870
River in flood.

(20)

Donald Mclean, William Barker and Hugh Chambers purchased the Murbko Run.

(6)

1872
The North West Bend Run now had 785 sq. miles under Pastoral Lease with
288 head of cattle and 34,533 sheep. (54)
1873.
The Victorian Government opened the railway from Melbourne to Wodonga.

(21)

1874
A Petition containing 196 signatures for a Railway Survey from Kapunda to
North-West Bend was presented to the S.A. Parliament on 1st October. (22)
The following day a Surveyor was despatched to the area (23) and he had
estimates available by the 13th. (24) The purpose of the railway was
to tap the river trade from the Darling and Upper Murray regions by
providing quicker access to a coastal port and thereby forestalling
similar efforts by the Victorian Government.
1. 3

1875-1915

The campaign for a railway resulted in the passage of the "Act to provide
for the formation of a line of Railway from Kapunda to the North West
Bend of the River Murray", despite efforts by Mr. Landseer, M.P. to delay
the decision. He had existing port and warehouse facilities at Milang
which would be threatened by the new port. However, he soon realised
that he coul~ not beat them but would have to join them and in 1878 his
enterprise became an integral part of the busy new port of Morgan.
In its heyday as a port, Morgan was the second busiest port in the State,
behind Port Adelaide, despatched six trains a day to Port Adelaide and saw
long queues of laden steamers and barges stretching downstream from the
Morgan wharf awaiting their turn to unload. The township of Morgan was
surveyed and most of its major commercial and residential buildings were
constructed during this period. The local yellow limestone was used
extensively in building work and has proven to be both durable and
attractive. Most of the early commercial buildings are extant and
form a fine group overlooking the similarly historic railway and
wharf reserves.
The pastoral development of the district continued and experiments in
closer agricultural settleme.nts were tried in the Mt. Mary to Lindley area
in the late 1880's and at New Era in the 1890's. The Mt. Mary-Lindley
area is now.dotted with ruins portraying the heart break of attempting to
crop pastoral land. The members of the New Era collective farm were
faced with similar hardships and despair.
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7.
Boat building was undertaken in Morgan early in the 1900's but the gradual
decline in river trade followed the expansion of the railway network to
upstream ports of Bourke, Hay, Mildura, Renmark and Waikerie.
The main themes of this period are:
(a)
(b)
(c)

river trade
agricultural expansion
township development

Significant events:
1875
Von Rieben's Hotel closed.

(13)

T. Tayler ceased licence at Weston's Flat.

(13)

1876
The S.A. Parliament passed an Act to allow for construction of the railway
from Kapunda to North-West Bend. (25)
Nor'-West Bend Station was transferred to Alexander Hay.
The Craigie Plains area was surveyed.

(2)(6)

(2)

Preliminary plans were drawn up in October for·estimates on construction
of the wharf. (D.M.H.)
1877
In April, plans were prepared for the first section of the wharf.

(26)

On June 18th, a contract was·let to Duncan Grant of Adelaide, for
construction of a 200 foot length of wharf. (27)
1878
The township of Morgan was surveyed by Surveyor Charles W. Smith.
The Township of Morgan was proclaimed on April 25th.

(1)(28)

(1)(29)

The first public auction of township allotments was held on May 16th. The
top price paid for a t acre lot was 385 pound by W. McCullock and Co. (8)
The second public auction of township allotments was held.on June 27th. (8)
On July 30th, a contract was let to Thomas Cain and Co. of Melbourne for
an extension to the wharf. (30)
On August 30th, a contract was let to Forwood Dow and Co. of Adelaide for
four 3 ton cranes, gearing, steam engine, boiler and engine house at
the Morgan wharf. (31)
On September 20th a contract was let to J. Wishart of North Adelaide for
erection of a goods shed at the Morgan wharf. (32)
The Kapunda to Morgan railway was officially opened by Sir William Jervois
on October 18th. (1)
The Port of Morgan was legally proclaimed under the State Customs Act on
November 20th. ( 1)
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A provisional school opened at Morgan in tent quarters with 39 pupils.
The teacher was Mr. L. Morphett. (8)
The Terminus and Commercial Hotels were constructed in Morgan.
Landseer's warehouse was erected.

(1)

(1)

Mr. T.W. Tapp commenced service as Station Master on October 28th.

(57)

1879
Estimates and plans were prepared for Police cottages, cells and stables
(900 pounds); Custom's house- 800 pounds; Post Office and telegraph
station - 1,000 pounds. All were on Railway Terrace. (1)(33)
The stone school room and house were constructed.

(1)

Herman von Rieben died and was buried at Brenda Park.

(2)

1880
The first school classes were held in the new stone classrooms at Morgan.
(1) (34)
The Morgan Custom's House was occupied in March.

(34)

The Morgan Post and Telegraph Office were completed and occupied.
balcony was added at the front. (34)

A

A cottage, cabin and stables were built for the Railways at Morgan by
H.F. Ruthven. (34)
The P.S. Clara burnt out at Morgan on June 17th.

(8)

Agricultural development was also taking place in the Scrub lands northwest of Morgan with close settlement in the Lindley area. (Comments,
Mr. A.H. Lindner).
1881
New hydraulic steam cranes manufactured by Sir William Armstrong were
installed at the Morgan wharf. (35)
The erection of a cast iron water tank at Mt. Mary commenced.

(36)

Further works were undertaken for the Railways at Morgan including the
powder magazine; new home; distance signals; a sheep drafting race;
water tanks and pipes. The wharf was also retarred and repaired. (36)
The population of Morgan township,was 195 males and 166 females living in
68 houses. (8)
1882
Alexander Hay acquired Sections 231, 234-8, 259, 260 from Henry Roberts as
addition to Nor'-West Bend Station. (2)
The New South Wales Government constructed railway lines to Hay and Albury.
(37)
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1883
Exports during the year were valued at 238,453 pounds.
wharf received 19,012 bales of wool. (8)

In 1883-4 the

1884
The Bank of Adelaide opened a branch in Morgan on Lot 16, High Street.

(1)

Railway lines were opened from Sydney to Bourke and from Adelaide to Milang.
( 18)
Petitions were made to extend the
border. (55)

~1organ

railway to Silverton on N.S. W.

1885
The township population was 361.

(8)

The district experienced a severe drought.
P.S. Shannon burnt out at Morgan.

(1)

(8)

1886
Adelaide to Murray Bridge railway opened.

(18)

1887
The Chaffey Brothers established the first irrigation settlement at
Renmark. This strengthened Morgan as a trading port. (21)
A Lutheran Church was built at Schomburgh.

(38)

1888
The District Council of Morgan was proclaimed on January 5th and held
its first meeting in the Terminus Hotel on February 18th. (1)
The District Council made a valuation for rate assessment.
township land use in 1888.

(39)

SEE t1AP for

1889
The river was in flood.

( 20)

1890
River again in flood.

(20)

The Bower Lutheran Church was··built.

(Foundation Stone).

1891
River again in flood.

( 20)

A foundry and blacksmith shop were built in Morgan by D. McDonald.

(1)

1893
River in flood,

(20)

This was a period of general severe economic recession and saw the birth
of the New Village settlements. (37)

10.
1894
River again in flood.

(20)

In April, the New Era Village Association was established with
25 villagers. (40)
The Council Chambers were built for the District Council of Morgan.

(l)

Alf Hyatt and Herbert Dennis set up a wheelwright's and blacksmith's
shop. ( l)
A Government school was built two miles south of Eba.

(38)

St. Peters Church, Morgan, was dedicated on June 15th.

(8)

1895
The Parliamentary Select Committee on Village Settlements visited
New Era. (40)
An Institute was formed at Morgan.

(8)

The Morgan cemetery was taken over by the District Council.

(1)

1896
The Bank of Adelaide closed its High Street branch.

(1)

The Mt. Mary cemetery was taken over by the District Council.

(1)

1900
The district experienced a severe drought.

(1)

1902
The P.S. Federal was built at Morgan.

(41)

The New Era Village area was taken over by the New Era Fruitgrowing Co.
Ltd. (1)
1903
A period of severe drought and low river.

(1)

The Melbourne to Mildura railway opened.

(21)

The Paddle Steamers Merle and Sapphire were built at Morgan.
~

River in flood.

( 20)

The P.S. Ventura II was built at Morgan.

(41)

The first Morgan built ferry was installed at Morgan.
Brenda Park homestead built (Foundation Stone).

(1)

(41)

11.
1~07

The P.S. Ruby was built at Morgan. (41)
1~08

Sir Edwin Smith purchased Nor'-West Bend Station.
Eudunda Farmers purchased the trading vessel

(2)

~·

(1)

1~0~

River in flood.

(20)

The foundation stone for the Morgan Institute was laid by Sir Jenkin
Coles.
(1)
The Bank of Adelaide branch re-opened in new premises.

(1)

1~10

The Morgan Institute was opened consisting of main hall, stage and
two side rooms.
(l)
The Government School south of Eba closed and a new school room was
built at Eba siding adjoining the home of E. French.
(38)
The Lindley church and school closed.

(38)

1~11

Plans were drawn up for an extension to the wharf and sheds.
Plans were made for building a Recreation Park at Morgan.
Sir Edwin Smith sold Nor'-West Bend Station.

(42)
(1)

(2)

The New Era area was resurveyed for closer settlement.

(1)

1~12

A contract was let in November to A. Townsend of Exeter for a 150 feet
extension to the Morgan wharf and goods shed.
(43)
The Recreation Park on Burra Road was established.

(1)

The front section of the new Post Office on Railway Terrace was built.
1~13

Further additions were made to tbe Post Office.
1~14

Period of severe drought and low river.
A handrail was erected on the wharf.

(1)
(44)

1~15

A chemist shop opened in Morgan.

(1)

The New Era Irrigation Area was proclaimed.

(1)

(1)

(1)

12.
1.4

1916-Present

The decline in river trade was gradually replaced by a new activity,
fruit production by irrigation. As servicemen returned from the First
World War they required jobs. The State Government embarked on a program
of land settlement along the Murray which saw the rapid expansion of
irrigation areas such as Cadell.
The Morgan district has more recently served primarily as a service
centre for surrounding irrigation and pastoral areas and for the holiday
homes in the town and along the River. Some of the structures such as
the wharf sheds, steam house and cranes and the railway line associated
with its trading heyday have been removed but fortunately many remain
in good condition. The modern day pumping station and pipeline to Whyalla
and the ferry building and maintenance yard have also provided Morgan
with features of interest and with employment.
The main themes of this period are:
a)

irrigation schemes

b)

community facilities

c)

major public works

Significant events:
1916
The New Era Irrigation Area was renamed the Cadell Irrigation Area.

(1)

1917
River in flood.

(20)

The Highways and Local Government Department took over slipway operations
at Morgan.
(1)
1919
Blocks in the Cadell Irrigation Area were allotted to ex-servicemen.
A steam pumping pump was installed at Cadell.
(1)
Murray Shipping Ltd. established dockyards at Morgan.

(1)

1921
Captain Hugh King died at his Morgan residence on October 13th.
The first stage of the Morgan hospital was opened.

(1)

(1)

1922
The school was opened at Cadell.

Also the first Methodist Church.

1923
Eudunda Farmers purchased the original Symons store and residence in
Morgan and commenced business. (1)
Duncan and Nairn established a town electricity supply.
St. Joan of Arc's Church of England, Cadell, opened.

(1)
(1)

(1)

13.
1924
Front portion of Institute building constructed.

(1)

1925

The maternity wing at the hospital opened.

(1)

The woodwork centre at the Primary School opened.

(1)

1926

Repairs were undertaken to the Railways section of the wharf.
Schomburgh Lutheran Church closed.

(45)

(38)

1931
River in flood.

(2)

1932
The P.S.

~ceased

trading for Eudunda Farmers.

(1)

1934
Jackett's flour mill in Morgan, burnt down.

(1)

1936
Nor'-West Bend acquired by Brockmeyer family.

(2)

1939
The Highways and Local Government Department took over dock facilities
from Murray Shipping Ltd.
(1)
Repairs were made to the wharf.

(46)

1940
The Cadell Institute opened.

(1)

1942
Additions were made to the Morgan Post Office.
The hospital closed.

(1)

( 1)

1943
The P.S. Oscar W commenced operating from Morgan as the ferry tow boat.

(1)

1944
The Morgan-Whyalla pipeline was completed.

(1)

The Captain Sturt Memorial Plaque opposite the Post Office, was unveiled.

(1)

14.
1946
A memorial cairn was erected at the school.

(1}

1947
E.T.S.A. electricity supplies came to Morgan.

(1)

1948
A eucalyptus distillery commenced production on Seventh Street.

(1)

1949
The Savings Bank of S.A. opened an agency in Morgan.

(1)

1950
Morgan Bowling Club was formed with its first greens at the rear of
the Commercial Hotel.
(1)
Captain J. Arnold's regular passenger services on Gem and Marion ceased.
1952
The Morgan Bowling Club transferred to new greens near the Pumping
Station.
(1)
Portion of the goods shed and wharf platform at Morgan were removed.
Contractor, W.G. Hinton, St. Peters.
(47)
1953
Morgan Fire Station was built.

(1)

A memorial to Captain Cadell was erected at Cadell.

(1)

1956
River in high flood.

(20)

1958
RSL Clubhouse opened.

(1)

1960
Cadell Training Centre occupied.

(1)

The P.S. Oscar W was replaced by the tug boat Nalta Yuki as ferry tow
boat.
(1)
·· '"
Boiler house and plant demolished at wharf.

(48)

1962
New Police Station built at the corner of Third and Eighth Streets.

(1)

(50)

15.
1964
The cargo shed on the wharf was removed.
Co. , Burr a North.
( 49)

Contractor, Benoco Manufacturing

1965
Gypsum works established north east of Morgan.

(1)

1969
The Morgan train service closed.

(1)

1972

McBean Pound was subdivided for recreational use.

(2)

1973
The Brenda Park Station was purchased by Penfolds Wines Pty. Ltd. and
renamed 'Herbert Leslie Estate'.
(1)
1974
The Institute Building was handed over to the District Council of
t·1organ.
( 1)
1980
In July, construction of the medical centre commenced next door to the
Council Chambers. Architects, Brown Falconer Group, Builders, Monarto
Services.

PART.2.
2.1

Initial List of Items

Introduction

The following list contains sites, buildings and structures of general
historical or design interest both locally and statewide, and provides the
basis for selecting a short list of items to be assessed as heritage items.
More detailed analysis will be made of the short listed items so that
a good case can be made to the Heritage Committee for their inclusion on
the Register of heritage items.
2.2
2.2.1

List of Items of General Historical or Design Interest
Suggested Morgan Heritage Area

The main historic sites, buildings and structures within the Morgan
township are concentrated into the vicinity of the Railway and Harbors
Board Reserves, Railway Terrace, First and Second Streets (see Map on
next page).
The first village settlement prior to the establishment
of Morgan occurred on the river flat and later river steamer, railway
and associated commercial operations took place in the area. All of
the existing structures and buildings have good restoration potential
and include:

16.
Wharf, 1877 with additions
Powder magazine, 1880
)
Station-master's residence
)
Railway station buildings
)
Railway turntable
c.l880
)
Railway hydrant
)
Covered reservoir
)
Morgue
'Marion Lodge' and bakehouse, c.l880
Landseer's warehouse, 1878
Shops adjacent to Terminus Hotel, Pre 1900
Terminus Hotel, 1878
Commercial Hotel, 1878
Shops - Post Office row. Pre 1900
Later Post Office, 1912 with additions
First Post Office, 1878
First Police Station with cells, 1879
Customs House, 1879
Railway Cottages, Billygoat Hill
Dunk house, c.l880
Symons Store (now Eudunda Farmers), 1892
Captain King's house, c.l880
Kings Row - houses. c.l880
Other early houses. 1880-1900
Bank of Adelaide
Butcher shop and bakehouse (Redfern's)
2.2.2

Other items in Morgan township
Primary school original classroom and house.
Institute, 1909, addition 1924
Cemetery
St. Ursula's Catholic Church
Railway barracks
Hospital and later morgue
Freemason's Hall
Other buildings shown in 1888 assessment

2.2.3

Nor'-West Bend Station - possible heritage area
Homestead, possibly 1850's
Woolshed, possibly 1850's
Outbuildings, various
Equipment, various

2.2.4

Roonka Roonka
First house, 1844
Homestead, 1871

2.2.5

Von Rieben's
Hotel ruins, 1855
Graveyard
Brenda Park homestead, 1906

2.2.6

1880

Murbko Run
Homestead, possibly 1860's

17.
2.2.7

New Era
Cottages (3)
Pump

2.2.8

Cadell
Old steam pump, 1919
Plaque to Captain Cadell, 1953

2.2.9

Weston's Flat
Hotel remains (?)
School room ruins

1860

2.2.10 Nikalapko
Bungalow
Cottage
Early irrigation system
2. 2 .11

~1t.

Eba

Remains of railway siding c.l880
Remains of school, 1910
2.2.12 Lindley
School ruins and cemetery c.l880
2.2.13 Schomburgh
Church
2.2.14 Mt.

ruins~and

cemetery.

c.l887

~1ary

Hotel
Cemetery
2.2.15 Florieton
2.2.16 Glenlee
Homestead
2.2.17 Bryant's Creek
Barge hulks
2.2.18 Bower (part in D.C. t•1or.gaQ area)
Lutheran Church, 1890
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·Researchers, Ed Noack and Associates ·
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:structures and buildings of heritage
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I
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·
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APPENDIX D

OCCUPIED TOWNSHIP ALLOTMENTS, 1888.

MORGAN TOWNSHIP.
Lot No. Area.

96
7
43
16
67
54
28 pt.
44
80
1

8+210
+6
204
199
202+203
+204
61+62
+71
2+3
206+208
138
175
127
74
79
30
114
142
28 pt.
213
209

Description.

residence
ac.
iron store
ac.
residence
!-4 ac.
bank etc.
\ ac.
buildings
~ ac.
chapel
~ ac.
pt. ~ ac.residence
foundry
~ ac.
residence
~ ac.
house & allotment
\ ac.
hotel & premises
% ac.
& stockyards
cottage
residence

Occupier

Owner.

Calder R.
\'lhi te Dr.
Bank of Adel.
Beaumont.

Aldridge F.
Brunskill G.
White Dr.
Bank of Adelaide.
Beaumont.

Edwards H.
Forwood Downs
Fuller B.
McFarlane.

A. Hay and Co.
Flood.
Fuller.
Englebrecht.

Gibbs J.B.
Hart A.
Hart H.

Gibbs J.B.
Hart (?) or King.
Vincent Wm.

King Capt. H.

King Capt. H.

\

~

% ac.

residence

% ac.

buildings
large store
~ ac.
residence
~a c.
house
!.:i ac.
residence
~ ac.
residence
~ ac.
2 houses
\ ac.
house
\ ac.
store etc.
~ ac.
house
\ ac.
house
~ac.
ot. ~ ac. residence
hotel etc.
\ ac.
5 room stone house
~ ac.
+ 3 buildings
5 pt.
~ac.pt. store etc.
98
residence
\ ac.
5 pt.
~ac.pt. residence
213 pt. ~ac. pt. large store
179
residence
~ ac.

Landseer A.H.
Dunk A.L.
Myers.
Scott.
Penrose I.
Pascoe I.
Pettegrew R.
Perry Jas.
Schells G.

Knowles W.
Landseer A.H.
Dunk A. L.
Logie Mrs.
Meirs w.
Myers.
Oldham & Son.
Penrose R.
Pascoe I.
Pettegrew R.
Moyle.
Symons James.

Symons John.
Searle.
von Alpen
von Alpen
Williams F.

Symons John.
Searle.
von Alpen.
von Alpen.
Williams F.

Brand H.

Brand G.

RANDELL TOWNSHIP

38

1

.

"'4ac.

residence ...

NORTH vlEST BEND 'IDvlNSHIP.

57
58
71

!4ac.
3 ac.
\ac.
L
'4 a c.
~ ac

iron house
wool washing
house
house
iron house

HcFarlane.
McLean & Barker. McLean & Co.
Gierkens Mrs. Gierkens.
Runholm S.A.
McLean & Co.
von Alpen
von Alpen.

D. 2.

EBA RESERVE NEAR POLICE STATION.
Lot No. Area.

Description.

Occupier.

Owner.

cottage
wool washing
4 room house
cottage
tan pits
cottage
cottage
fenced land
garden

Gierkens.
Crown.
Giesler vl.
Crown.
Hellin.
Crown.
Heinrich.
Crown.
Orchard s.
Crown.
McMullin.
Crown.
Sandford.
Crown.
Whyte & Counsell. Crown.
Chinaman.
Crown.

Data derived from the District Council of Morgan Assessment
Book for 1888.
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Intrcxluction
This Working Paper puts forward the concept of a Heritage
Area to take in the early transport, carrrercial and residential
areas of IYbrgan. A Heritage Area should contain sites, wildings
and structures which have a relationship and which have important
historic rreaning as a group.
The general Heritage Area is first defined and then a
detailed assessrrent of the structures and wildings comprising the
railway and wharf facilities is presented. The cCI!lrercial and
residential wildings and structures of early !Ybrgan will be
assessed in Working Paper 3.
PARI' 1.

MJRGAN HERIT.Nlli AREA.

Historical Importance
In the historical surrmary of the f.'brgan district given
in WOrking Paper 1, the areas of major historical interest v.ere
identified and the events which made them important were listed.
The tbrgan Heritage Area did have sorre bJ.ildings prior
to the development of the railway, wharf and township from 1877
on. Jarres Syrronds conducted his inn and post office on the river
bank adjacent to the present west side ferry landing. He was
first granted a wine licence in 1870 (6) and conducted the
premises until transferring to the new Terminus Hotel in 1878, (7).
The wilding was then taken over as the Police Station.
However, the main activity followed the completion of
the railway and the first sections of the wharf in 1878. !Ybrgan
experienced a dramatic building boom during the period 1877-1880
and a large part of the township was established in a compact area
around Railway Terrace, overlooking the railway and the river. !vluch
of the construction was in local lirrestone or 'rubble' as it was·
then called, and the rrellow, yellow of the stone has created a
beautiful, har:rrDnious landscape rrelding into the natural yellow
colouring of the cliffs. The cut stone has also proven to be
highly durable as the outer surface hardens when cut. The
bustling port of !Ybrgan grew to becorre the busiest inland port
ii;1 Australia during the height of the stearrer trade in the period.
1880-1915. Many visitors to the town wrote of their memorable
impressions and experie.l'lces and these, perhaps, best of all
relate the irnportance of the port of !Ybrgan.

A reporter from the Observer newspaper visited the
infant settlement at the tirre of survey in January 1878 and
wrote:
"At present there are three stores, a butcher's shop
and public house on the flat which is a Governrrent
Reserve. The North West Bend promises to be a
flourishing township." (4)
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A reporter from the Observer also accompanied the Chief
Secretary Hon. w. t-brgan on the first through train to North West
Bend on Septeml::er 13, 1878. He descril::ed the progress w .:ith the
railway station and wharf and continued:
"Great irrproverrents are going on in the newly sold
township of t-brgan -- tv.o handsCllle tv.o storey hotels
are nearly caupleted, Mr. Landseer 1 s fine store is
rapidly teing pushed on -- and quite a n'l.llllber of
private dwellings are in course of erection on the
various allotments. A very excellent luncheon was
served at Mr. Syrron 1 s Tenninus Hotel. " (5)
Apparently Mr. Syrron' s also called his first hotel the 'Terminus'
and transferred the licence later that year to the new wilding.
The Observer reporter conducted a detailed survey of the
river trade in 1883 and gave particular prominence to activities
at t-brgan:
"t-'brgan like rrost of the other Lov.>er Murray Ports is
rrost remarkable for the picturesqueness of its
situation".
II It has tw:> hotels , l:oth superior wildings, while the
management of one fits it to rank with good city houses.
The carnercial corrmmi ty is represented by tv.o or
three stores, the sarre number of forwarding agencies,
a wool scouring establishment, a CUstom House and a
branch of the Bank of Melaide. " .
"The State School is a substantial wilding ---".
"t-brgan contril:uted substantially to trade
1880
1881
1882

21,840 bales of wool were carried from t-'brgan to
Port Melaide.
21,808 bales of wool were carried from t-brgan to
Port Mel aide.
27,811 bales of wool ~e carried from t-brgan to
Port Melaide.

"The Police Station is down on the flat near the side
of the river at a considerable distance from the wharfs
and the hotels. "

...

"The Post and Telegraph Office is on the top of a hill
on the opposite side of the township. Forrrerly the
CUstom House was situated near the Post Office but the
present officer has turned the rather neat stone
building into a private dwelling house and carries on
his official duties in a v.>eatherl:oard structure, in
shape like an exaggerated sentry-l:ox on the wharf." (8)
..

.

Mr. Kenneth Dunk v.orked on the staff of A. H. Landseer at

t-brgan and has researched sare of the Ccrnpany 's activities.
found that:

2

He

"In 1883 the value of goods over the V.Organ wharf was
238,453 pJUnds. Landseer and Dunk had a v.ool dump
which was wrking 3 shifts when the river was
running." (9)
Mr. Dunk also provided valuable information on the farrous Gell Line
of stearrers operated by Captain Hugh King. The Line was
established in the late 1880 1 s and the fleet which was based at
.tvbrgan conprised many wellknawn river l:oats such as Gem, Marion,
Ruby and Corowa.

The record load of WJOl to ca.re to V.Organ was 1 , 750 bales
in the barge Echuca tov.'ed by the Wanera. At the l:usiest tiire,
four or five trains WJUld leave .tvbrgan daily for Melaide loaded
with v..col and wheat. The port also handled large consignrrents of
dried fruit from the irrigation settlements up river. The
largest load to arrive at Morgan was 500 tons from Renmark on the
barges Moorara and Mallara, towed by the steamer Decoy. (9)
Captain Diener milt the paddle steamer Merleat V.Organ
and operated it from there with the Kookaburra as trading vessels.
The mission l:oat Etona also operated out of .t>brgan and visited
stations and settlements along the river to Renmark. Mail and
supplies for stations and settlements on the river south of tbrgan
to t-1annum were carried by J. T. Gibbs 1 steamer the Federal. Mr.
Dunk also recalls a number of smaller steam fishing boats which
consigned fish to Adelaide by rail fran .tvbrgan. (9)
This rustling activity and the rCfllance and dangers of
the river boat crews has made this period of colonial history
exciting to many later writers. Ernestine Hill, in her wellknown
book Water into Gold when examining the river ports, \'JrOte
".tvbrgan was the IIDst advanced of all, with five cranes
on the wharves v.orking day and night, 33 IreD. in the
railway yards, hundreds all told of stevedores and
tally clerks, a huge roorchant warelx>use, Landseer' s,
loading thousands of tons, and for its gaol,
appropriately enough the little old Grappler. They
volplaned the drunks down the chute and made them walk
the plank in the IIDming." (10)
...
The :i:rtJt:ortance of .tvbrgan was also stressed in an
historical review of country towns made by the vleekly news, the
Chronicle in 1961.
It stated that:
".tvbrgan in its heyday was one of the rosiest trading
centres on the tvlurray."
"Said to have been the largest inland }?:)rt in its
heyday, .tvbrgan once toasted 400 feet of wharf and
extensive loading and repair facilities. Steamers at
tiires were lined up for rrore than a quarter of a mile
waiting to unload. " (11)
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M::>rgan •s future rests partly in its past. This is a sentirrent
-which has great validity in our disposable society and is readily
accepted by a large section of the carmmity. It is not a new
sentirrent rut has been advocated by concerned individuals in the
past. Professor J .M. Hol.rres visited M::>rgan in 1948 as part of
a study of the Murray Valley. He concluded that:
"M::>rgan, l:ecause of its unique setting, could be
rejuvenated into a very interesting and useful town.
Indeed the spell of great adventure and the prospects
of rugged days ahead, which still characterises
this corner, could ~11 be preserved as a valuable
attraction to offset the staleness of town and city
life ternp:>rarily abandoned by the tourist. 11 ( 16)
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PARI' 2.

The Wharf
The wharf is the rrost significant of the remaining
structures in the Heritage Area due l::oth to its physical dimensions
and to its historic and current functions. The main wharf
structure was 1::uilt in three stages and is 168 rretres (550 feet)
in length.

~

1878

II/Ill /j/'1111111

20 bays each of
10 feet in width

rffl 111111111111 /Ill
I

I

20 bays

-~· ~..: >'""

iJn1;~;1 ilr

NORTH ~

I

15 bays

The wharf has previously been nominated for inclusion on the State

Heritage Register and is currently on the Second Interim List.
As substantial restoration wrk is required on the
early sections, this study docum:mts the gradual develo:prent of
the structure with original design drawings and specifications as
an aid to restoration v.ork. These details also show that the wharf
was rrore than just a timber loading platfonn - it was in the prirre
of its wrking life, a canplex of four steam cranes with associated
piping, gearing and drive shafts linked to the steam l::oiler house
and engine house. The rear section of platfonn carried a railway
line and an extensive part of the platfonn was covered with a large
goods shed. A network of stairways, ladders and decking descended
through the massive timber piers and girders to provide service
to landing stages at lower levels.

The first estimates of cost ~re prepared in 1876 and
10,000 };X)unds was allocated under the Railway Loan Act of 1876. (1)
The estimates were l::ased on the concept sketches shown on the
following page. Mr. R. Hickson, the Engineer of Harl::ors and
Jetties visited North West Bend in February 1877 to inspect the
site for the proposed 'Wharf and railway tenninus. (2). Work
proceeded rapidly thereafter with detailed design and the contract
for constructing the first 200 foot length of wharf was let on
June 18, 1877.
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(1877)

Wharf Section 1.
Name of Job:

Specification for North West Bend Wharf.
Contract 27.

Contract let by:

Engineer of Harbors and Jetties, South
Australia.

Contract let to:

Duncan Grant, Contractor, .Adelaide.

Date of Contract:

June 18, 1877.

Contract Price:

6,875 pounds.

Job Description:

11

'll1e contract referred to in this
specification includes the provision of
all tools, labour and materials necessary
for the complete and satisfactory
execution of a wharf at North West Bend
on the River t-1urray for a length of
200 feet or 20 bays of 10 feet opening
fran centre to centre and for a width of
24 feet across the decking and the
filling up of the space in the rear of
the same in accordance with this
specification and the accampanying
drawing. 11

Materials: Timber

All timber used throughout the v.ork unless
otherwise specified shall be of red gum
or jarrah well s_easoned free fran dead
knots, pipes, sap, gum veins, shakes and
all other defects to an injurious degree
in the estimation of the Engineer of
Harbors and Jetties It shall be well
seasoned and hewn square and satisfactory
in all particulars. 11

Iron WOrk

Detailed
Specifications

11

'll1e ironv.ork is to be of B.B.H.
Staffordshire or of any other brand of
equal quality --- 'fue bolts and nuts are
to be screwed with Whitv.orths thread,
head and nuts of bolts are to be square
and provided with washers of wrought iron
11
11
11
2~ x 2~ x ~ thick. All iron v.ork where
it is practicable is to be heated to a
dull red heat and plunged into a bath of
boiled linseed oil and immediately
afterwards into one of coal tar. "
Other matters included in the specification
are: WOrkmanship, piles, land tie piles,
sheet piling, braces, walings, planking
(blue gum) , bollards, stairs, landing
stages, ladders (wrought iron) , filling in
(l.irrestone), tarring (tv.o coats of coal tar).

7

Sectton 1.

(1877)

Contd.

Detailed costs
(examples)

a)

Red gum or j arrah timber in piles,
including iron -work, 6 shilling and

3 pence per cubic foot.

J:ocuirentation:

b)

Red gum or jarrah timber in braces and
walings including iron -work, 6 shillings
per cubic foot.

c)

Blue gum tirnl::er in deck planking
including iron-work, tarring and
fixing. 6 shillings per cubic foot.

Depart:rrent of Marine and Har.tors1 Port
.Adelaide.
a)

Contract 27.

b)

Drawing No. 3054/71.

Current Condition:

The superstructure remains - some piles
and girders need replacing where rotted
or attacked by termites.
The deck has been largely renoved - needs
to 1::e replaced.

Other references:

The South Australian Register reported
on March 27 1 1878 that the wharf was
nearly completed - the due date for
canpletion was March 28. The structure
was descril::ed as "neat and substantial. 11
Stea:rrers ~re already calling at North
West Bend. Those calling in that~
included Queen, Gem, Lady Daly (railway
sleepers) 1 Clara, Wilcannia, Blanche. (3)
~e experienced
l::ecause the contractor was 1 as the refX)rt
stated, "p.1t to nuch trouble and delay by
the suicidal Victorian export duty on .
timber". (4) .

Some delays in construction

..

The original plans did not allow for crane
facilities for transferring goods from
stea:rrer to train or train to stearrer.
This was a serious drawback to the early
operation of the wharf as the distance fran
deck to water was generally atout 10 metres.
(5) •
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Wharf Section 2.

(1878}

Narre of Job:

North West Bend Wharf Extension.
Contract 39 .

COntract let by:

Engineer of Harbors and Jetties, South
Australia.

Contract let to:

Thana.s Cain and Coy., SOuth Yarra,
Victoria.

Date of COntract:

July 30, 1878.

COntract Price:

5, 860 ,iX)unds.

Job Description:

"The contract referred to in this
includes the provision of all
tools, labor and material for the
canplete and satisfactory execution of an
extension of the wharf at North West Bend,
River Murray for a length of 200 feet
and to a width of 24 feet across the
decking and the complete construction of a
timber staying at the back of the wharf
in accordance with this specification
and the accompanying drawings. "
specificat~on

Materials:

Detailed
Specifications:

Timber

"All timber used throughout the wrk
unless otherwise specified shall re of
Red Gum or Jarrah - well seasoned, free
from dead knots, pipes, gum veins, shakes
and all other injurious defects .• "

Ironwrk

"The Ironwrk is to re made from the
rest B.B.H. Staffordshire or other approved
brand of equal guality --. The bolts
and nuts are to re screwed to Whitvorths
threa.¢1 - heads and nuts to re square and
provided with washers of wrought iron
3 11 x 3" x ~ 11 thick. All ironwrk where
practicable is to re heated to a dull red
heat and plunged into a bath of boiled
linseed oil and .i.rrlrediately afterwards into
one of coal tar. "
other matters included in the specification
are: Workmanship, piles, walings, braces,
girders, decking (blue gum}, kerbing (blue
gum), m:::oring rings, ladders, tarring (tvo
coats of coal tar).

9

Section 2.

(COntd.)

Detailed COsts:
(exarrples)

a)

Red Gum or Jarrah timber in piles
14" x 14" including driving,
tarring and ironwork.
5 shillings and ~ pence per cubic
foot.

b)

Red Gum or Jarrah tJ..ml::x:rr in Wcl!-ings,
beams etc. including fixing,·· ironwork
and tarring.
4 shillings a.nd 6 perice pei. cubic

foot.
c)

D:>cl.:o:rentation:

·

·

Blue Gum timber in deck planking,
including fixing and tarring. .
4 shillings and 1~ pence per cubic
foot.

Departrrent of Marine and Harl:ors, Port
Adelaide.
a}

COntract 39.

b)

Drawing No. 3057/71; 3057A/71.

CUrrent COndition:

The structure is still carplete - sare
timbers need replacing and the decking
requires sare repair.

Other References:

a)

...

10

Tenders for construction were called
on July 11, 1878. (20)

Steam Cranes

(1878)

Name of Job:

Four 3 Ton Cranes, Gearing, Engine, Boiler
and Engine House for North West Bend
Wharf Extension.
Contract 44.

Contract let by:

Engineer of Hartors and Jetties, SOUth
Australia.

Contract let to:

Forw:xxi, DJwn and co., Engineers and
Founders, Hindley Street, Melaide.

Date of Contract:

August 30, 1878.

Contract Price:

2, 928 p:lunds and 2 shillings.

Job Description:

"The contract to which this specification
refers is for the erection and construction
of 4-3 ton Cranes with Gearing, 1-14 H.P.
Engine, 1 Boiler and Engine House at
North West Bend, River Murray, in
accordance with this specification and
acca:npanying drawings" •

Materials:

Cranes

Cast iron crane p:Jsts and gearing frames,
plus braking, clutch and hoisting gear
systens. Wrought iron fixings. Details
in specification.

Engine
and
Boiler

"Are of 1 Tangye 1 s 1 (Size J) High Pressure
Steam Engines with feed pump attached".

..

"A Cornish Boiler -- to be of the
following dirrensions, length 16 1 0",
diarneter 4 1 6" , Flue 2 1 4" , to be made of
the best Staffordshire plate 3/8" thick the ends ~ inch plate, with a plate of
Lov.m:lOr Iron over the grate bars and
three-3- Galloway Tubes fire grate 5 feet
long and a Baileys patent fusible plug over
fire bars and to be furnished with
rrountings as follows viz Safety Valve, Stop Valve, Check Valve,
Pressure Gauge, Water Gauge, Gauge Cocks,
Blo:.v off Cock, Cast Iron Plate for attaching
Blow off Cock and Furnace front double
wrought iron doors - Dead Plate fire bars
and bridge with steam piping as required
between Engine and Boiler - and to be tested
up to 130 lbs. per square inch. "

Driving
Shaft

From Engine House "shall be enclosed .in a
tox of red gum 12" x 4" inches".

Engine
House

Timbers used included red gum or jarrah where
hardv.oods were specified and other timbers
of Baltic red fir. Walls -were of local
l.i.nestone (rubble stone) .

11

Steam Cranes

(1878l

Materials:
(Contd.)

Contd.

Chimney

Detailed
Costs:
(examples)

Cocumentation:

Height 60 feet. 'lbe specification allowed
construction either in stone or brick.
a)

For supplying Engine; Boiler,. Cranes
and Gearing and ·fixing sarre ~
1976 fOUnds and 2· $hillings~.

b)

Engine House and Chimney, 947 ~ds.

c)

Cranes, each 150 pounds.

d)

Stone Masonry; 59· shillirigs~ Per cubic yard.

e)

Bri.ckw:)rk, 83 shillings per cubic yard.

f)

Plastering, 3 shillings and 6 pence . ·
per cubic yard.

g)

Red gum timber, fixed, 12 sh llings and
6 pence per cubic foot.

h)

Baltic tirnl.Y;r in flooring etc.,
62 shillings per square of 100 feet.

i)

Galvanised, corrugated iron fixed,
80 shillings per square of 100 feet.

Depar'I:Jient of Mar me and Harl:ors, Port
Melaide.
a)

Contract No. 44.

b)

Drawing Nos. 3056/71; 3202/14.

Current Condition:

Denolished.
'lbere are sore rermants of the iron fixings
and shafts on the wharf structure.

Other References:

a)

Tenders for construction were called
on August 8, 1878 (20)
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Gcx:xis Shed

(1878)

Narre of Job:

Goods Shed at North West Bend Wharf.

Contract let by:

Engineer in Chief, South Australia.

Contract let to:

J. Wishart, Buxton Street, North Adelaide.

Date of Contract:

September 24, 1878. · ,

Documentation:

Depart::rrent of Marine and Hartors,
Adelaide.

a)

Contract

b)

Drawing No. 3057/71.

Current Condition:

Denolished.

other References:

a)

...

13

·Port

Noted in Report to Parliarrent. (23)

D.e..,;i6.,
0~ed.

DYcw'J'"'':Js , 'Se.f>' . 1~1<0 ~-o.-O'le-'<

-\-he..-

vvho.'<"~ .

C\

~=o\s

GOODS SHED
MORGAN WHARF

tx\-.ock ~on De..'pr. o\ M,o,\"'e... a"ot 1-\o..<loot.S ])xo.w\""3 3ne(t3B.
Demolished
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~''

MORGAN HERITAGE STUOY.

Ed. Noack and Associates. Town Planners. largs B~Y. S.A. in association with Heritage Investigations.

1980.

Hydraulic Equipment (1880-1882)
The cranes installed initially did not prove satisfactory.
(22) (24). Therefore, improvenents were made to the cranes and to
goods handling generally with the installation of equiprent manufactured
by Sir William Armstrong of New:::;astle on Tyne.
The contracts for the v.ork are not available rut there is
information on plans held by the State Transp:>rt Authority ~·the
Depari:::Irent of .Marine and Harl::ors:
a)

Sketch plan showing the hydrauli<: cranes wi;Eh,· : .
kcurrulator, Pumps etc. (S.A.R~ Plan. DR ·344 --. Plan by
Sir Wm. Armstrong) . Drawn Septernl:er 16_, 1880.

b)

Hydraulic Traverser for .tvbrgai1 Station Yard (S.A.R.
Plan DR 344 - Plan by Sir Wm. Armstrong) • Drawn
June 8, 1882.

c)

Arrangerrent for force :pump and accurrulator, .tvbrgan
Wharf. (S.A.R. Plan DR 344 - Plan by Sir Wm. Armstrong).
Drawn November 13, 1880.

d)

Double action lifting pump - showing pump and piping
on wharf. (S .A. R. Plan DR 344 - Plan by Sir Wm.
Armstrong) • Drawn November 18, 1880.

e)

Double p:>wered hydraulic crane to lift 3 tons through
15 feet. (S.A.R. Plan DR 344 - Plan by Sir Wm.
Armstrong) • Drawn November 18, 1880.

f)

Arrangerrent of hydraulic machinery and pipes. (S.A.R.
Plan DR 344 - Plan by Sir Wm. Armstrong) • Drawn
November 13, 1880.

g)

Hydraulic traverser, capstan etc. (S.A.R. Plan DR 344 Plan by Sir Wm. Armstrong) . Drawn .March 22, 1882. .

h)

"The old cranes v.orked by spur wheels have been replaced
by new hydraulic cranes manufactured by Wir William
Armstrong viz. One 5 ton crane 20 1 0 11 radius
One 3 ton crane 18 1 6" radius

...

Tv.o 3 ton cranes 17 '0 11 radius. "

Note on Department of .Marine and Harl::ors, Drawing No.
3056/71. Note dated December, 1881.
Current Condition:
All of the equiprent has been dismantled apart fran one
crane which was used to load rail wagons from the loading platform
at the rear of the wharf. Sore relics of the ironv.ork do remain
on the wharf structure and on the ground and water beneath it.
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Wharf Section 3 and Goods Shed Extension ( 1912)
Nam= of Job:

Extension of Wharf and Gocx1s Shed at
tbrgan.

Contract let by:

Chief Engineer for Railways Depart:Irent,
South Australia.
·

Contract let to:

Arthur Townsend, Exeter, South ~tralia.

Contract Price:

6,421 pJUnds and 16 shillings.·

Job Description:

An extenSiOn Of

.t-laterials:

Wharf
Tirnters

"All tirnters shall 1:e West Australian
jarrah for piles and for other t:i.n)ber
v.ork jarrah or South Australian red gum,_
grown in approved districts and shall
1:e straight, sound and well seasoned, free
from bark, sap, shakes, 9Uffi'Veins,
large, loose or dead knots, cross grain,
pipes or other defects sawn or hewn
square without wavey edges, and shall
hold full to the dimensions specified."

Shed

Timber fram= with corrugated galvanised
iron roof and walls.

Detailed
Specifications:

Current Condition:

...

a

150 I 0" length .to.·the
existing wharf and goOds shed at tbrgan.

Depart:Irent of Marine and Harl:ors, Port
Adelaide.
a)

Contract No. 119/1912.

b)

Drawing Nos. 3060/71; 3061/71;
3062/71; 3063/71.

a)

Wharf Section - l:oth the structure
and the decking are in good condition.

b)

Goods Shed

-

derrolished •

Shed for Hydraulic Machinery (1913)
Narre of Job:

r.Drgan, Shed for hydraulic machinery,
B. & w. Boiler.

COntract let by:

Chief Engineer for Railways, .SOuth Australia.

Contract let to:
Date of COntract:

...

~ ·~

' .-

·~

.<,

COntract Price:
Job Description:

Materials:

Timber structure, corrugated gal vanised
iron roof and walls.

.I::bcurnentation:

Depart::rrent of Marine and Harrors, Port
.Adelaide.
a)

Current Condition:

Drawing No. 3201/14.

Derrolished.

...
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~"--~~~~£i_~-~~n wi~h __ Her_!!~'!_e Investigations.
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Handrail

(1914)

Name of Job:

Hand railway for protecting Gangway of
Wharf Extension, l'brgan.

Contract let by:

Chief Engineer for Railways, South
Australia.

Contract let to:

Not known.

Date of Contract:

Work carried out in -~y, · 1914-.:··~ ..

Contract Price:

Not known.

Materials:

Dressed jarrah p:}sts, ·Rails, part ·1~"
pipe, part chain.

r::xxumentation:

Depart:Irent of Marine and Harl::ors, Port
Adelaide.
a)

17

Plan No. 3059/71.
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Post

(1915)

Since 1915, the wharf area has received only minor repairs
and suffered substantial derrolition v.ork.
1926.

Repairs -were made to the platform which carried
the rail track south of the main wharf. ·
Department of Marine and Hartors Drawing~· 352/25.

19 39.

Repairs were made to the wharf.
Department of Marine and Hartor_s Drawing ].'lo. 3059/71.

1952.

A contract was let to W.G. Hinton, 51 Paynehain
Road, St. Peters, South Australia.J. for "Rerroval
of p::>rtion of cargo shed and t:i.rrlber platfo:rni,
rbrgan, S.A."
Department of Marine and Hartors, Contract 37/51
and Drawing No. 11922/71.

1960

A contract was let to K. Klerrent, 132 Irish Harp
Road, Enfield, S .A., for "Purchase and Rerroval
of Buildings, Brick Snoke Stack, Steam and
Hydraulic Plant, including Cranes, at tvbrgan, S.A. 11
Department of Marine and Hartors, Contract 7/60.

1964

A contract was let to Benoco Manufacturing Co.
of Burra North for "The Purchase and Rerroval of
Cargo Shed on Wharf, rbrgan, S.A."
Department of Marine and Hartors, Contract 18/64
and Drawing No. 11922/71.

1965

Repairs were made to the northern end of the wharf.
Access steps to lower landing stage were
constructed.
Note on Department of Marine and Harl:ors Drawing
No. 3064/71.
Girders and decking -were rerroved fran the southern
p.:>rtion of the wharf and a wire Il'eSh fence was
constructed.
Note on Department of Marine and Harl:ors Drawing
No. 3064/71.
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RAILWAY BUILDINGS & STRUCTURES

Landing Stage and TrarTMay

(1a77)

The red gum sleepers for the Kapunda
Railway were transported to North West Bend by
The contractors, Overend and Robb, constructed
stage on the river bank with a tramway running
connect with the rail track - in this way, the
conveyed fran steamer to rail wagon. (12): .
CUrrent Condition:

Demolished.

20

to North West Bend
river steaxrer.
a terrporary landing
up the bank to.
sleepers ~re

Rail Track and Embankrrent

(1877)

The Contractors for the rail construction project were
Overend and Robb, who at the height of the job errg?loyed 600 rren
and 120 horse teams. (4) The contract was awarded on April·?,
1877. (21).
-

Works at the North West Bend included a stone and earth
embankment to carry the railway from the bridge at the southern
entrance of the railway yards to the wharf. -The Register described
it as:
.
·:--. ·· /
'

11

a large retaining wall of packed stone, in places
over 30 feet high •• 11 ( 13) .
The embankment was corrpleted by March 1878 (3).

Red

gum sleepers were supplied from sav.mills at Tungkillo, Williamstown

and Echuca.

(14)

The first train to travel from Eudunda to North West
Bend was on September 13, 1878, the line having l:een corrpleted
tv;o days previous.
(5) •
The railway was formally opened on October 18, 1878, by
the Governor, Sir William Jervois. (15).
Tender Notices:
a)

Tenders called January 18, 1877, for construction of
railway. (20) •

Current COndition:
Relics of the rail track remain on existing roads ·and in
Allot:Irent 414. It is reca:nrended that these l:e retained as the
only physical manifestation of the font~ existence of a railway.
The embankment remains rut in a rrodified form.

21

Station and Residence

(1877)

Name of Job:

construction of a Passenger Station and
Residence for the Station Master at
North West Bend.

COntract let by:

Engineer-in-Chief.

COntract let to:

Overend and Robb.

Date of Contract:

August 29 1 1877.

COntract Price:

890 pounds.

Materials:

Dressed stOne walls· of local 1 flat i:edded
rubble 1 1 corrugated iron roof. Hardv;ocxls are
jarrah or red gum; other timber Baltic
red fir •.

D:::x::urrentation:

State Transr:ort Authority 1 .M.elaide.
a)

S.A.R. COntract 26/1877

b)

S.A.R. Drawing No. DR 214/2121A

Current Condition:

The l::uilding is structurally sound rut
requires irrmediate attention to the roof and
guttering to prevent water from running
down the walls. Water also needs to be
drained away fran the foot of the walls.
The l:::uilding was transferred to the
ownership of the District COuncil of M:::>rgan
on July 27, 1971.

Other References:

a)

The Register reported that the station
house was nearly c::orrplete in March,
1878 1 and presented a "neat appearance." (3)

b)

·The Observerreported that the station is

being erected on a hillside at a distance
of 132 feet fran the centre of the line and that earthv;ork is required to fonn a
proper station yard. (4)
c)

The reporter from the Observer who
travelled on the first train from Eudunda
to North West Bend in September 1878 1
observed that:
"The Station, a pretty substantial
wilding, stands back a considerable
distance fran the line and has a hollow
between.

d)

The station is visible on a photograph
taken about 1879. (19).

e)

The first Station Master, T.W. Tapp,
corrmenced service on October 28, 1878. (25)
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Railway Bridge

(1877)

The Railway Bridge at the entrance to the Railway Station
Yard at .t-brgan was constructed as part of the overall rail
construction program by Overend and Robb in 1877. The original plans
showed a double five foot culvert and "WOrk on thj,s caimenced h.lt was
altered during construction to a masonry bridge with a twenty foot
opening.
··
·
The Register reported in March 1878 that the bridge
iS now near1y carpleted and being roil t With ·large ble>cks Of
stones it presents a fine and massive appearance~":··(~3)
::- ~··
II

Current COndition:
The bridge itself has been demolished but
the southern pier and retaining wall still remain and provide a·
good example of stone masonry \'.'Orthy of retaining.
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Platforms

(1878)

Name of Job:

Construction of Goods and Passenger
Platforms at M:)rgan.

COntract let by:

Commissioner of Railways.

Contract let to:

J. Wishart,· North Adelaide; ·

Date of Contract:

November 11, 1878.

contract Price:

475 p::mnds •

Docunentation:

State
a)

Tran~p:>rt

Authority, Adelaide.

SOuth Australian Railways Contract
55/1878.

Current Condition:

The platforms remain in a modified condition.

other References:

a)

Tenders for construction were called
on October 24, 1878. (20).

b)

Noted in rep:>rt to Parliament.
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Engine Running Shed

(1878)

Narre of Job:

construction of an Engine Running Shed at
North West Bend Station.

contract let by:

ccmnissioner of Railways.

contract let to:

John Wishart, North Melaide.

Date of Contract:

October 9, 1878.

Contract Price:

950 pounds.

IX:lcum:::ntation:

State
a)

Tran~pJrt Author,~ty,

Melaide.

South Australian Railways Contract

30/1878.
b)

South Australian Railways Drawing No.

DR 255/2770.
Current Condition:

Derrolished.

Other References:

a)

The shed is visible on a photograph
taken about 1879. (19)

b)

Tenders for construction were called
on September 5, 1878. (20)

c)

Noted in report to Parliarrent.
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Turntable

(1878)

The contract and specifications for this job are not
available. A generalised design drawing for a 60 foot turntable as
used by the South Australian Railways is held by the State
Transp::>rt Authority. (S.A.R. Drawing DR 305).
Current Condition:
The turntable structUre itSelf is in
good condition and requires a general clean-up and lubrication to .
bring it back into 'M)rking order. The stone :!:order wali r~ires
sorre replacement of stone'M)rk and rrortar to restQre it· to :Or ijinal ·
condition.
-· ...... · ·
~·
··
Other References:
The reJX?rted frpm th~ Observer 'Who
travelled on the first train from Eudunda to·North West Bend in
Septeml:::x=r 1878, observed that:
"The Station yard is all at different levels,
the turntable for sorre inscrutable reason being
placed in a hole." (5)
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Police Station (1878) and Stables (1879)
A.

Police Station.
Records indicate that a Police Station was established
in the hotel l::uilding on the river flat vacated by
James Symons in 1878.
·
·
In 1879 I the ruilders Dunk and Chidzney ~n the .contract
to repair the Police Station and to constru~t n~ ·
cells and water closet. (17) (22). Tenders for the
job had been called on October 9, 1~79. {20}
• ..
:-: _.~

~

A photograph in the S.A. Archives haS the inscription
on the back:
"M:>rgan Police Station 1879 to 1889, taken
about 1886/7 - on the bank of the Murray,
formerly an eating house or accommodation house,
taken over when the railway was opened 1878." (18)
Apparently the l::uilding was used by the Engineer-inChief's Department as a site office and for
acccmrodation between the tirre it was vacated by
James Syrrons and handed over to the Police. (23)
In September, 1879, the paddle steamer Grappler
~ fran Gcolwa to J:vbrgan to act as a gaol
toat. {26)

was

CUrrent Condition:
still exist.
B.

Derrolished.

Relics of the foundations

Stables.

Name of Job:

Part of a job for "Construction of a
Residence for a Master Mechanic, a Driver's
Cabin, a Stable and Fodder Rcx:ml and
Sto~age Tank etc. at J:vbrgan. "

Contract let by:

Engineer-in-Chief.

Contract let to:

H.F. Ruthven, Adelaide.

Date of Contract:

August 18, 1879.

Contract Price:

141 fOunds and 13 shillings.

Materials:

Dressed stone walls and corrugated iron roof.

IX>cumentation:

State Transp::>rt Authority, Adelaide.
a)
..

South Australian Railways Contract
42/1879.

b)

South Australian Railways Drawing No.
DR 271/2987.

Current Condition:

Derrolished.

Other References:

a)

Tenders for construction were called on
July 10, 1879. (20)
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!

Engine Driver's Cabin (1879).
Narre of Job:

Part of job for "Construction of a Residence
for a Master Mechanic, a Driver's Cabin,
a Stable and Fodder Room ~d Storage Tank
etc. at !'brgan.

COntract let by:

Engineer-in-chief.

COntract let to:

H. F. Ruthven, Me~aide.

Date of COntract:

August 18, 1879.

Contract Price:

134 fOunds .and 1 ~hilling.

Materials:

Dressed stone walls and corrugated iron roof.

Dxurnentation:

State Transf()rt Authority, Melaide.
a)

South Australian Railways Contract
42/1879.

b)

South Australian Railways Drawing No.
DR 271/2987.

CUrrent Condition:

Denolished, 1950.

other References:

a)

(Note on S.A.R. Drawing).

Tenders for construction -were called
on July 10, 1879. (20)
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Mechanics Residence (1879)
Narre of Job:

Part of job for "Canplete construction of
a Residence for a Master Mechanic, a
Drivers Cabin, a Stable and Fodder Room
and Storage tank etc·. at ~rgan. "

Contract let by:

Engineer-in-chief.

Contract let to:

H.F. Ruthven,

Date of Contract:

August 18, 1879.

Contract Price:

294 FQunds and 12_ shillings.

Cocurnentation:

State TransFQrt Authority, .Adelaide.
a)

.Ade~aide.

South Australian Railways Contract
42/1879.

Materials:

Dressed stone walls, corrugated iron roof.

Current Condition:

Structurally good and generally well
maintained.

Other References:

a)

Note:

Tenders for ·construction were called
on July 10, 1879. (20)

As this house appears in the sane contract as the Engine

Drivers Cabin, is about double the price and no
individual plans are available, it is assurre:l that the
house is a double of the Cabin. That .....-ould place it as
the house on Billygoat Hill fronting onto Railway
Terrace, Allotrrent 483.

Covered Reservoir

(1879)

The contract and specifications for this job are not
available. However, design drawings were prepared in October 1879
for the roof to cover the 33 ft. diarreter tank. (South Australian
Railways Drawing DR 312/4487).
Current Condition:
The tank is in good structural
condition having suffered no cracking in the walls. The roof iron
and frarre are in sound condition and sane small replacement where
timber and iron are missing will restore the structure to original
condition.

29

Stockyards (c .1880)
The stockyards are first rrentioned in the rep::>rt of the
Engineer-in-chief to Parliarrent in 1881. (24). The rep::>rt notes
the completion of the sheep drafting race.
Current Condition:

Demolished.

Pov.Uer Magazine (1881)
Narre of Job:

Construction of po\'rler magazines at
1'-brgan, Kapunda, Farrell's Flat,
Terowie."

Contract let by:

Engineer-in-chief:

Contract let to:

John Chapnan, Whitrrore Square, .Adelaide.

Date of Contract:

March 5' 1881.

Contract Price:

For 1'-brgan:

Materials:

Concrete foundations, walls, benches,
floors, stairs and covering over arch.

197 p::>unds and 5 shillings.

Whole of outside walls to be rendered with
cerrent.
Any timber to be of Baltic red deal.
The roof to be fonred of brickv;ork arches
set in cerrent and backed with concrete.
Inside walls to be l.ine washed.
D::>currentation:

State Transp::>rt Authority, .Adelaide.
a)

SOuth Australian Railways Contract
2/1881.

Current Condition:

The building is in good structural condition
but requires a new door.

Other References:

at

Noted in Rep::>rt to Parliarrent.
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MJrgue (1886)

Stables.

The rrorgue was milt :in 1886 adjacent to the then Police
(18)

The "Record Book of Public Buildings".shows the following
entry :in Volume 1, page 931. (26)
"MJrgan Dead House.
1886. May. Erection of a Dead ·Hoose· on Police.
Reserve 108 p:>unds • "
·~''

-4·;.

Current Condition:
The stone v.ork of the walls is generally
:in good condition apart from sections along the top of the wall
which require attention. The rrorgue is the only wilding on the
lower river flat to have withstood the ravages of a number of
floods. Restoration v.ork should take :into account its flood prone
location.

Barracks

(1912)

Name of Job:

Part of job "Construction of Locorrotive
Barracks, Ticket Office, Luggage Rcx:m,
Porter 1 s Rcx:Jm, Sanitary A.ccarm:::xiation,
fenc:ing and convenience, to Station
Master 1 s Residence at MJrgan. "

Contract let by:

South Australian Railways Chief Eng:ineer.

Contract let to:

Details not given.

Date of Contract:

1912.

Contract Price:

Not given.

I::x:x::urnentation:

State Trans};Ort Authority, Adelaide.
a)

South Australian Railways Contract
92/1912.

Materials:

T:i.rn1::er frame, corrugated iron roof and walls.

Current Condition:

The hlild:ing could be returned to
serviceable use for accorrrrodation purposes
rut with substantial i.rrprovement required.

31

Ticket Office and Luggage Roam (1912)

,.,

Nal"re of Job:

Part of job "Construction of I.Dcorrotive
Barracks, Ticket Office, Luggage Roan,
Porter 1 s Roam, Sanitary Accamodation,
fencing and conveniences to StatiOn
Master 1 s Residence at· M:>rgan." ·

Contract let by:

South Australian Rciilways I Chief Engineer.

Contract let to:

Details not given.

Date of COntract:

Not given.

Documentation:

State Transp:>rt Authority, .Adelaide.
a)

South Australian Railways COntract
92/1912

b)

Drawing Nos.

DR 214/27043-7
DR 271/27044

Materials:

Corrugated iron roof and outer walls 1
timber frarre.

Current COndition:

Timbers in the frarre need replacing where
eaten out by tennites. The walls and
roof are in good condition.
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Pendle's Rcans (1920's)
The corrugated iron b.lilciing nCM used by the M:>rgan Youth
Club was b.lil t during the 1920's as a depJt for Pendle 's road
services. At that t.irre, Pendle's ran a passenger and freight service
fran the M:>rgan railway terminal to Renmark using a Hudson car.
(Conments of Mr. W. Payne, M:>rgan.)
Current Condition:
for use by the Youth Club.

The wilding is kept in good 'condition
--

Other Structures
1.

CUtting
A large cutting runs up Billygoat Hill from the railway
yard l::ut details are not known of its construction or
function. It was, presumably, part of a gravity feed
shunting system.

2.

Water Hydrant.
The hydrant used to feed locorrotive boilers stands in the
station yard. It is ~11 maintained by the District
Council of M:>rgan.

3.

Crane.
The base ·and structure of the crane are in sound condition
and require only normal maintenance to prevent termites
and rust.

4•

GcxXls Shed

The corrugated iron shed is rrounted on a platform and i f
maintained in gcod condition will l::e useful as a store
and display area for heavy relics associated with the
wharf and railway.
5.

Shelter Shed.
The shel t;er on the platform is in gcod condition and
continues to provide a handy shelter for visitors to the
site.

6•

M:>rgan Station Sign.
The sign is an irrq;x:>rtant reminder of the once l::usy station
and should continue to l::e maintained and great care taken
with any repainting•to retain the original sign 'W)rk.

7.

Ashpit and Coal Stage.
These have l::een filled in or rerroved and no relics remain.

8.

Railway Cottages.
The four cottages on Billygoat Hill are presently used as
private residences and as they occupy a highly visible
location they should l::e maintained in good condition.
33

APPENDIX A.
REFEIDlCES

(1)

South Australian Register, June 7, 1877.

(2)

SOuth Australian Register, February 22, ·1877, p.4.

(3)

South Australian Register, .tvlarch 27, 1878, Suppl..p.L

(4)

Observer, January 12, 1878, p.lO.

(5)

Observer, Septanber 14, 1878, p.7.

Spec·ial Rep::>rt

"North West Bend Railway. "
(6)

South Australia, Minutes of Licensing Cc:iUrt, Midland .District,
June 13, 1870.

(7)

S.A. Archives.

South Australia, Minutes of Licensing Court, Midland District,
December 9, 1878.

(8)

S.A. Archives.

Observer, June 9, 1883, p.33.

Special Report

"'Ihe Murray and Dar ling Trade No. IV, 'Ihe Lower
Murray and M:>rgan" •
(9)

Dunk, Kenneth A., "Reminiscences".

(10)

Hill, Ernestine (1937)

S.A. Archives, D5744 {L)

Water into Gold, Robertson and

Mullens , Mell:ourne.
(11)

The Chronicle, December 14, 1961, pp.20-21.
"S .A. Progress Tovms:

24.

M:>rgan - Landmark of a

River's History."
(12)

South Australian Register, June 28, 1877.

(13)

South Australian Register, March 27, 1878, p.5.

(14)

Observer, May 4, 1878, p. 7.

(15)

Observer, October 19, 1878, p.3.

(16)

Holmes, J .M. (1948), The Murray Valley, Angus and Robertson,

..

Sydney •

(17)

Public Buildings Department, Specification 558 of 1879.

(18)

M:>rgan Views, No. 11895.

S.A. Archives.

(19)

M:>rgan Views, No. 11897.

"View of M:>rgan from the River",

c.l879.
(20)

S.A. Archives.

South Australian Governr!alt Gazette.

The date of the Notice

given in the text is the date of the Gazette.
(21)

South Australia, Parliarrent.
of 1877.

Parliarrentary Paper No. 49

APPENDIX A.

(22)

(COntd.

South Australia, Parliarrent.

of 1880.
(23)

(24)

Public WOrks Report, Year ended June 30, 1880.

South Australia, Parliarrent.

1880.

Parliarrentary Paper No. 29A
Parliarrentary Paper No.• 29 of

Public Works Report, Year

South Australiam Parliarrent.

of 1881.

end~

Report of Engineer-in-chief's

Departmen~.

Parliarrerttfuy. Pa~; -i34 ·~f .1907.

South Australia, Parliarrent.

(26)

South Australia, Architect-in-chief.

Public Buildings."

.

Parliarren~ Paper- No:--25

(25)

.

June 30, 1879 ..

"Record Book of

S .A. Archives, GRG 38, Series 15 •
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STRUCTURES DEMOLISHED
1960

}lORqAN_

k:h~L2..r.J~1..i lSJ..:hl]JI~

.•

Boiler house, 36

1

x 16

1

c(Jpro~~. Timber & G. I.

Porrer house, 38.1 x 22 1 ap:prox. vlith accumulator tower.

Timber

& G.I.

Old stor..e b11iler house, 24 1

X

20 1 approx.

G.I. 12 I

X

10 1 ::::pprox.

Workshop. Timber

c.".c

Puml! house. G. I. 12 I
Store.

5'

X

X

7'.

31 c:.ppro:x:.

1 - E. & ~. water tube boiler. 593 sq. ft. heating

surf~ce.

1 - Cornish boile1•. 16 1 8" x IJ. 1 9" dia.
1

old boilel' stondin,£; outside boiler house.

1 - steam :hydraulic )Uit1~'· Ster.Gn 2 cyl. 1 Y' dia. x 15" stroke.
Force J.YtlmJ? 2 .U 0 din. 700 lb. :•ccumulator pres<mre. 6' 0'\li:?.
flywheel.
1b

1

steam :hydraulic :c;ur,1:p. 2 cylinder. A::_:>prox. 8" dia. x 11 11 strokc.
Force pwi!p 2 11 di.:::t. 3 1 0 11 din. flywheel.

1 - stem;; :f'Uffip

1L~ 11

can.

X 24 11 stroke single cylinder.

1 - accw:~ulator 8 1 6" dil'l. ::t:dpro:~.

~1

1 - Worthington ste.:Jil pwr:::~ double actingl
15000 G.P.E. a~nrox.
- small steam pumi) ..

Below ground level in
G. I. pump hcuse.

3 - 400 gallon tanks.
Mistell2.neous len;;ths of :pi;,ing - stec.m zmd f',_ydraulic.

1 - 5 Ton hyd;:>o.ulic r1hnrf crrn!e. · 17 1 oa rDd. with agpro;~. 180 ft.
of t" dia. cho.in and hyd:r::,ulic cylinder u.'"lder wharf'.

h - 3

To~1 hydro.ulic ;thurf crnnes.
2 - col:J:f•lete ·;:ith 160 ft. of f11 chr,in.
1
cr[.ne -..11 thout chr~in.
1 - crone ::?Or·tion above v.·i;hrf - cut r·nd disn:nntlecl with
~~~rox. 150 ft. chain.

All four cr:.:nes :h.svc rzyclr:-mlic c;ylil1:-;.crs tm(ler v;h:.1rf.
400 lin. ft.
1+00 lin. ft.

:->:c•l?l'O:.
8f•~;·o::.

of ~:-~ 11 din. ·,v. I. }.JI'Cf;~i'll'C rir>e.
of 3" eli:-:. c. I. return :;d:Pe•

( 80 lin. 1't. :. ()pro::. of.' Y' W. I. presr;u:;:·c. )ii-~es) belovr rnil
(GO lin. ft. cJ::-pro::. o:L l:.tt G.J. rcturu plvcs ) tracl~n.
1 - hydr8ulic rmml_:;

~.;et

at

b:~c:..

of y;ho.rf.

~~
r

!
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INTROOUCT ION
In this Working Paper, details as required in the Study Brief,
ore given for buildings and structures within port of the early
commercial and residential port of the Morgan township. This port
of the township is included within the proposed.Morgon Heritage
Area, the rationale for which was given in-Wor~irig Poper.2.
·
A general statement of history is not given here but specific
comments ore mode in relation to each building and structure General information is available from:
Working Paper 1.

"Summary of History 11

Working Paper 2.

"Morgan Heritage Area, Section A,
The Railway and Wharf Reserve 11 •

DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA
Most of the early commercial and residential buildings within the
surveyed township of Morgan overlook the railway reserve and river
front and provide good access to it while being on high ground
above flood level. The majority of buildings hove Morgan-limestone
walls and corrugated iron roofs and, where unpainted, blend
beautifully into the landscape of the surrounding slopes. The
expensive, yellow stone walls of Landseer's building for example
are a sheer delight to see in strong sunlight as they blend both
with the smaller buildings around them as well as with the pale
mallee slope to the south. There ore few intrusions of later
development as the majority of buildings ore the original
structures on the allotment and ore still used. The intrusions
ore of a small scale and do not detract markedly from the overall
harmony of the area.
The general streetscapes ore very pleasant and have not changed
drastically since the late nineteenth century. Several sections
of stone water table remain on Railway Terrace, First Street and
Second Street and the various cuttings mode into the limestone
bonks, e.g. in Second Street, reveal the attractive, soft yellow
colouring of the limestone.
Several pine and Moreton Bay fig trees were planted in the vicinity
of the two hotels in the early days of Morgan and these hove now
matured into large specimens. They provide on interesting contrast
in colour and form to the moss of magnificent River red gums which
farm the vista to the east and the mollee scrub to the south.
The buildings in the area ore generally in good structural condition
as their foundations rest on the limestone. The dry climate
has aided in maintaining this condition as little rust is evident
in roofs and guttering. The main problem with many of the early
buildings is their lock of a damp course. In many cases moisture

has risen through the porous mortar and limestone to cause fretting
of both the mortar and stone. The problem is lessened by
maintaining good drainage of water away from the foundations. In
severe cases, it may be necessary to reset the stones in the lower
courses over a new damp course. The Morgan business area has
fortunately escaped many trends to modernization experienced ·
elsewhere but has succumbed to various fashions such as painting
over stone work. The dressed Morgan limestone is ·a,beautiful building
stone and can be fully appreciated in the expanse qnd detail·of
the Landseer 1 s Store. The stone has been formed from organic
matter and contains the fossilised remains of -creatures once.<':
inhabiting the sea which covered the Murray Bas~n':._,..; · ' -"-·~(
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Structures of Heritage Value

1.

Marion Lodge

a.

b.
c.

d.
2.
3.

Shop
Residence
Bakehouse
Storehouse

6.

Landseer's Store
Bank of Adelaide
Old Tea Rooms
Holloway's Newsagency
Terminus Hotel

7.

Commercial Hotel

8.
9.
10.
11.

Post Office Row
Post Office
Postmaster's Residence (former Post Office)
Salisbury Residence (former Custom's House and Police Station)

4.
5.

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

17.

a.
b.
c.
d.
a.
b.
c.

R.S.L.
Schiller Residence
Former Bank
Benedeth Residence
French Residence
Eudunda Farmers

a.
b.
c.

Residence
Cells
Stables

a.

Shop
Residence
Store

b.
c.

18.
19.

Specht Residence
Seton Residence (former Shop)

20.
21.

Bishop Residence (former Shop)
Former Dunk Residence
Collins Residence
Bowden Residence
Captain King's Former Residence.
Salisbury Residence
Kerr Residence.
Redfern's Butcher Shop
a.

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

27.

b.
c.

d.
28.

Leaney Residence
3

.Hotel,
Residence
Wash-house
Shed
Hotel
Rooms and Store
Annexe

Shop
Residence
Old Bakehouse
Store

"

. ·~;: ·:~
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INVENTORY OF ITEMS

•.

~,- .:
-~

NAME:
Location:

Marion Lodge.
Hundred of Eba, Lot 1 in Township of Morgan.
Corner of South West Terrace and Railway Terrace.
Classification: 4 buildings.
Ownership:

The allotment was created in 1878.
The First Council Assessment, 1888 gives the owner
as Englebrecht.
The present owners are K. V. and J. M. · Ni ts9hk~. · _
~;:'·,

.... ;.

~

Description.
a.

d

L

b.

b

[]

c.

a

d.

Built as shop prem~ses, the
building has corrugated iron
roof and outer walls over a
timber frame. There are shop
windows at t~e street frontage
with verandah.
Built as a residence at the rear
of the shop, the building has
unpainted,yellow, limestone
walls and corrugated iron roof.
Originally the bakehouse, this
building has unpainted, yellow,
limestone walls with corrugated
iron roof.
An outbuilding, possibly a
storeroom, has unpainted, yellow,
limestone walls with corrugated
iron roof. The rear wall
sections are also iron.

Heritage Significance:
The buildings formed a part of the early commercial
focus of Morgan on Railway Terrace and are built of
the attractive local limestone which was characteristic
of the early township. As such, they are an integral
part of the colonial character of the Morgan Heritage
Area.
Use:

Building a was originally built as a shop operated in
conjunction with the bakehouse- (Building c.)
Building b was the residence of the proprietor.
However, the dates of operation of the bakehouse and
shop are not known precisely and the First Council
Assessment of 1888 gives the use as 'residential'.
By 1892 the premises are shown as a 'store• operated
by Mrs. Duggin~
The buildings are presently in use as a residence with
outbuildings.

5

Date of Construction:
Actual date not known.

Circa 1885-1890.

Architect/Builder:
Not known.
Condition:

All buildings are in good structural condition.
The stone work and mortar shows only smal~ signs.of
fretting at low levels. Some re.~ent· renov.ation ·work ·
has been undertaken on the front of the former shop.

Integrity:

The group is an integral element.in the Morgan·
Heritage Area and is of importance in the Area
because of its construction from indigenous building
materials.

Bibliography:

(a)

District Council of Morgan.

(b)

White, J.W.R. (1977) Morgan Centenary
Commemoration Book pages 98 and 127-129.

Legal Identification:
C.T. Vol. 1719, folio 177.
Survey Date:

August 18, 1980.

Photographic record:
Current:

Film 186, Negatives 3 - 15.
Film 188, Negative 4.

Archival:

-

.

Godson Collection.

.

. .:-.-·. ···-:; --

··'-~··!: :.;:• .:.:.;.-,.~;/~~:F'~:--~~-7·~·,:::~~::-~; ~
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-
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Assessment Books.

NAME:

Landseer's Store.
Location:
Hundred of Eba, Lot 2 in Township of Morgan.
Railway Terrace.
Classification: Building.
Ownership:

The allotment was created in 1878 and purchased at
auction on lvlay 16, 1878, by A.H .. Landseer.

The present owner is D.M. Thamm, Morgan.
Description:
The building is a massive warehouse· measuring 18 A metres
by 33.45 metres. Walls are built· of- ~oe;a1 _yellow,
limestone with good examples of aressed stone ip;
arches over the doorways and windows, in lintels,
window sills, ventilators and stone capping. Door
steps are of red gum. The internal walls are
limewashed and the original floor is presently being
replaced with new jarrah joists and Tasmanian oak
planks. Columns are of jarrah and these support the
lofty roof of corrugated iron, exposed on the
underside.
Heritage Significance:
The warehouse was among the first buildings constructed
in the new port of Morgan in 1878 and played a
prominent part in the commercial life of the town as
a general and bonded store.
The firm of A.H. Landseer Limited was the largest
trading and shipping company on the Murray and was
the largest merchant company in Morgan. The
building was substantially completed by October 19,
1878, in time for the opening of the Railway. The
Governor, his party of Parliamentary dignatories
and Railway officials were entertained to a large
banquet in the store which was described by the
visiting reporter from the Adelaide Observer as
11
a most commodious stone building 100 ft. by 70 ft. in
size 11 •

Use:

The building is a prominent feature on Railway Terrace
and forms an integral Heritage Area. Its massive,
mellow stone walls provide one of the best remaining
examples of the use of river limestone.
The building was constructed for use as a general and
bonded store and was used as such during the period
of river trading.

The present owner is renovating the building for use
as a dance and exhibition hall. Part is used at
present as a display and sales area for the ~brgan
Craft Group.,
Date of Construction:

1878.
Architect/Builder:
Not known.

6

Condition:

The building is in good structural condition and has
suffered only minor damage at low levels from termites
and fretting of the mortar. Present renovation is
remedying damp sources and preventing termite
infestation.

Integrity:

The building retains much of the fine detail of its
original stonework and has not been altered -··
significantly from date of construc_tion. ·It is also
a major, integral part of the Mor~an He,r~Ja~e}_rea .

Bibliography:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)·

.---;

~·

,..-:

~

.

(f)

Cyclopedia of South Austr~I:ia,· 1909 ......
Adelaide Observer, September 14, 1878.
Adelaide Observer, Oct9ber 19, 1878.
District Council of Morgan. Assessment Books:
South Australian Archives. Morgan Views 11897;
14965.
White, J.W.R. (1977). Morgan Centenary

(g)

Vincent, J.E.M. (1887).

(h)

Department of Lands.
S.A.A. 1324/39.

Commemoration Book.
The Australian Irrigation
Colonies on the River Murray in Victoria and
South Australia.

Notes on Town of Morgan.

Legal Identification:
C.T. Vol. 4055, folio 597.
Survey Date:

August 18, 1980.

Photographic Record:
Current:

Film 186, Negatives
Film 188, Negatives
Film 193, Negatives
Film 194, Negatives
Archival:
Godson Collection

7

2-5, 6-10.
1-3.
11, 15.
8-11.
41A/38.

NAME:

Bank of Adelaide

Location:

Hundred of Eba, Pt. Lot 4 in Township of Morgan.
Railway Terrace.
Classification: Building.
Ownership:

The allotment was created in 1878.

Council Assessment

1888; owner, Magary.
The present owner is the Bank of Ad~laide,_Waikerie.
Description:

The building consists of a banking chambe:r::with. .
residence attached. The walls are of unphlnteal.: Morgan
limestone and the roof of .corrugated iron;

Heritage Significance:
The building is an attractive example of an e~rly
twentieth century rural bank using indigenous materials.
However, it is of interest mainly within its setting
on historic Railway Terrace and because of its mellow,
limestone walls it blends well into the surrounding
landscape.
Use:

The building was constructed for use as a bank and
residence and continues to be used as such.
Date of Construction:

1909.
Architect/Builder:
Not known.
Condition:

The building is in good structural condition and has
suffered only minor fretting of the mortar near ground
level. The stonework is generally in very good condition.

Integrity:

Because of its scale and building materials, the
building is an integral part of the Morgan Heritage Area.

Bibliography:

(a)
(b)

District Council of Morgan. Assessment Books.
White, J.W.R. (1977). Morgan Centenary Commemoration
Book.

Legal Identification:
Survey Date:

August 18, 1980.

Photographic Record:
Current:
Archival:

Film 188, Negatives 5, 6.

l'WAE:

Old Tea Rooms
Location:
Hundred of Eba, Pt. Lot 5 in Township of Morgan.
Railway Terrace.
Classification: Building.
Ownership:
The allotment 5 was created in 1878 and resubdivided
later.
The present owners are J.F. and B~P. Brister-of
Waterloo Corner.
Description:
The building consists of a paintep, · ~ime_!~:toj_-le_Yi(llled .
residence at the rear with a weatherbOard ·secti·on'
fronting onto the Railway Terrace footpath.
Heritage Significanse:
Little is known of the early life-of the building but
because of its style and construction it is of
interest within its setting on historic Railway Terrace.
Use:

The building was used variously as a shop and offices
and at one time operated as tea rooms. It was used
as a shop prior to 1900 by early Morgan identity
Mrs. Von Alpen.
Date of Construction:
Not known.
Architect/Builder:

Pre 1890.

Not known.
Condition:

Integrity:

Bibliography:

The building is in fair condition but the lower walls
of the rear section have been rendered and some
fretting of the render has occurred on this section.
White ant damage has occurred internally.
Because of its age, scale and building materials, the
building is an integral part of the Morgan Heritage
Area.
(a)
(b)

District Council of Morgan. Assessment Book.
White, J.W.R. (1977). Morgan Centenary Commemoration
Book.

Legal Identification:
C.T. Vol. 4118, folio 401.
Survey Date:

August 18, 1980.
Photographic Record:
Current:

Film 188, Negatives 5, 7, 9.

Archival:

Godson Collection, 46A/30, 35A/16.
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NAME:
Location:

Holloway's Newsagency.
Hundred of Eba, Pt. Lots 5, 6, in Township of Morgan.
Rail way Terrace .
Classification: Building.
Ownership:
The allotments 5 and 6 were created in 1878 and
resubdivided later.
The present owners are K. F. and D..L. Hollow9y...Description:
The building is of limestone with two shops on-the
street frontage and a residence .at· the .r~9r~ .Jhe·
front facade is covered With a pOinted CerJ1e'nt re,cnder.
Heritage Significance:
The building was constructed about 1878 by John
Symons who set up a shop there. He later became
the first Chairman of the District council of Morgan
and conducted the shop at that site until opening his
new shop on First Street (now Eudunda Farmers).
Because of its scale and construction, the building
is of interest within its setting on historic Railway
Terrace.
Use:
The building was constructed as a shop with residence
and has continued as such to the present.
Date of Construction:
Circa 1878 with modifications.
Architect/Builder:
Condition:
Integrity:

Bibliography:

Not known.
The building is structurally sound and is maintained as
modern shopping premises.
The building itself has been modified to a minor extent
to meet changing uses but the original design
qualities are still apparent. Because of its age,
scale and building materials, the building is an
integral part of the Morgan Heritage Area.
(a) District Council of Morgan. Assessment Books.
(b) Cyclopedia of South Australia, 1909.
(c) White, J.W.R. (1977). Morgan Centenary
Commemoration Book.

Legal Identification:
C.T. Vol. 3321, folio 52 and 53.
Survey Date:
August 18, 1980.
Photographic Record:
Current:
Archival:

Film 188, Negatives 10,11,13.
Godson Collection 35A/16, 46A/30, R/22.
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NAME:

Terminus Hotel.
Location:
Hundred of Eba, Pt. Lot 6, Lot 7 and Lot 8, in Township
of Morgan.
Railway Terrace.
Group of Buildings.
Classification:
The allotment was created in 1878 and sold at auction
Ownership:
on May 16 of that year to W.G. Sprigg of Melbourne.
on behalf of William McCulloch and Co. Ltd. It
fetched the top price of 385 pounds. The Hotel was
transferred in 1879 to James Gibbs who continued the
licence for many years.
.-- .,
The present owner is J .0 ..and L. Dancis and L. and A.
Skalde - Licen~ees are R. and B. Smith.
Des<;:ription:
a. The main hotel buildingis a
large two storey structure with
a broad verandah on the front
section. Walls are of painted
limestone and roof of corrugated
Lot 8
iron.
b. The rear building was built as
a separate structure and joined
tJ[j
later to the main hotel. It
is a two storey structure, built
b
of limestone which has been
painted. The roof is of
corrugated iron.
a
c. The old hotel washhouse is a
small limestone structure with a
Lot 6
corrugated iron roof.
d. A small shed with an attractive
limestone finish is sited at the
Railway
Terrace
rear of Lot 8. It has no roof
at present.
Heritage Significance:
'.:

<

,·~~

!

I

l~

Use:

~

The hotel has been an important accommodation and social
centre for the town. Early visitors to Morgan spoke
highly of the hotel. A billiard room was added in
about 1880 and the first meetings of the District Council
of Morgan were held at the hotel.
The hotel building is a prominent feature on Railway
Terrace and forms an integral part of the colonial
character of the Morgan Heritage Area.
The architect was Hon. Thomas English, one time Member
of Parliament and Lord Mayor of Adelaide who designed,
among other buildings, the first Advertiser Building
in King William Street, Adelaide.
Building a, the main hotel building was built as and
still operates as an hotel. The rear section,
Building b, was presumably a residence associated with
the hotel but is not used at present. The old
washhouse, Building c, is presently used as a storehouse
and Building d, is in a state of disrepair and disuse.

11

Date of Construction:
1878.
Architect/Builder:

Condition:

Integrity:

Bibliography:

Architect, Hon. Thomas English.
Builder not known.
·'
The main hotel building is in good structural condition
and has recently been renovated in the bar ana lounge
area. The exterior is presently being repainted:·
The stonework is generally in sound .coodj._tlon _and
has been painted. The rear section isb'asi~allysound
and would respond well to restoration. The stonework
in the old washhouse and shed are sound although some
fretting of stone and mortar has ·occurred at low ..
levels.
The group retains much of the detail of the original
stonework and has not altered significantly since
construction. The main changes are the verandah
which has been remodelled from the original balcony
and the paint work.
The group forms an integral part of the colonial
character of the Morgan Heritage Area.
(a) District Council of Morgan. Assessment Books.
(b) Adelaide Observer, September 14, 1878.
(c) Adelaide Observer, June 9, 1883.
(d) Adelaide Observer, January 4, 1879.
(e) White, J.W.R. (1977). Morgan Centenary
Commemoration Book.

(f)
(g)

Attorney General's Department.
Records, March 10, 1879.
Attorney General's Department.
Records, March
, 1881.

Licensing Court
Licensing Court

Legal Identification:
C.T. Vol. 2225, folio 114; Vol. 2104, folio 199;
and Vol. 3770, folio 150.
August 18, 1980.
Survey Date:
Photographic Record:
Current:

Archival:

Film 188, Negatives 5, 12-15.
Film 189m Negative 3.
Film 190, Negative 14.
Godson Collection 46A/30, A6/93, 35A/16.
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NAME:
Location:

Commercial Hotel
Hundred of Eba, Lot 213 in Township of Morgan.
Corner of Eighth Street and Railway Terrace.
Classification:
2 Buildings.
The allotment was created in 1878 and was purchased at
auction on May 16, 1878, by Henry V. Moyle of Kapunda,
Licensed Victualler,for 355 pounds.

Ownership:

The present owner is H.H. Hooper of Prospect. -The
licensees are R.I. and C. Wuttk~.·· ·.- - ·--~~·, .- · ·.
Description:

a.
b

<

Lot 213

I

b.
a

The mai~ hotel building is a
substantial two storey structure
with a brood verandah on the
fron.t section. It w~s b~il t
in two sections. Walls are of
painted limestone and roof of
corrugated iron. A recent
painted cement block amenities
wing has been added to the rear.
A detached, limestone building
extends along the rear of the
allotment. It comprises a
series of rooms which were
presumably occupied by employees
and used as storerooms.

Heritage Significance:
The hotel has played an important role in accommodating
workers and visitors to the town and as a place of
social activity. The hotel building is a prominent
feature on Railway Terrace and forms an integral part
of the colonial character of the Morgan Heritage Area.
Use:

The hotel was built as and still operates as an hotel.
The detached building is presently used as storage
for the hotel.

Date of Construction:

1878.
Architect/Builder:
Not known.
Condition:

The main hotel building is in good structural condition
although it has been renovated to varying styles
internally over the past century. External stonework
is painted. The detached building is also in good
condition and has an attractive expanse of unpainted
stonework as its rear wall .

Integrity:

The buildings externally retain much of the detail of
the original stonework and has not altered
significantly since construction.

.

The group forms an integral port of the colonial
character of the Morgan Heritage Area.
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Bibliography:

(a)
(b)

District Council of Morgan. Assessment Books.
White, J.W.R. (1977). Morgan Centenary

(c)

Attorney General• s Department, Licensit .g Court
Records.
South Australian Government Gazette, 14.2.1878
and 15.8.1878.
·
Adelaide Observer, Septembei· 14, 1878. __

Commemoration Book.

(d)
(e)
Legal Identification:

Survey Date:
August 18, 1980.
Photographic Record:
Current:
Film 189 1 NegaHves 1, 3.
Film 192, Negative 13.
Film 188, Negative 12, 15.
Archival:
Godson Collection, 46A/30, 69A/15, 211A/2.
.~

_..
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NAME:
Location:

Post Office Row
Hundred of Ebo, Lot 212 in Township of Morgan.
Railway Terrace.
Classification: Building - row of 5 shops.
Ownership:

The allotment was created in 1878. Improvements on
the lot ore first shown in the 1889 Council
Assessment (Owner: K. Miller; occupier W.R ..Von Alpen;
description, stores etc.) The buil_ding must hove
been substantial as the Assessed Value was 65 pounds
(compare Londseer 1 s Store, 70 pourids)r -By 1892,-.
·
ownership hod transferred to George Brand whose family
owned and operated shops there for many years.
The present owner is Mrs. S. Hooper of Prospect.

Description:
Lot

212

The structure is built of local limestone walls with
corrugated iron roof. The sloping site provides on
interesting terraced effect along the frontage.
The front walls ore pointed but the side and rear
walls ore unpainted. The two shops at the southern
end hove a verandah over the footpath and hove large
shop front display windows with a central doorway.
The three uphill shops hove narrower frontages with
a smaller front window and a doorway to the side.
Heritage Significance:
The shops formed on important port of the early
commercial centre of Morgan on Railway Terrace and ore
built of the attractive local limestone which was
characteristic of the early township. As such, they
ore on integral port of colonial character of the
Morgan Heritage Area.
The structure was built for use as shops and operated
Use:
both as shops and offices. The occupants over the
years ore listed in WHITE, J.W.R. (1977) page 132.
The shops ore presently vacant.
Dote of Construction:
The 3 shops at the southern end were built about 1889
and the other 2 added during the 1890 1 s.

15

Architect/Builder:
Not known.
Condition:
The structure is in good structural condition and the
stonework and mortar show only small signs of
fretting at low levels.
Integrity:
The group of shops could readily be restored to near
original condition as changes over the years .have
only been superficial. The structure fs on integral
element in the Morgan Heritage Area and i~~ofodded
value because of its construction from·indigerlQus
building materials.
~.,..,.
"·
·~~ . ·"'
Bibliography:

(a) District Council of Morgan. Assessment Books.
(b), White, J.W.R. (1977). ·M,organ Centenary.
Commemoration Book.

Legal Identification:
C.T. Vol. 1955, folio 176.
Survey Date:
August 18, 1980.
Photographic Record:
Current:
Film 189, Negatives 2, 4, 5, 7-10.
Archival:
Godson Collection 46A/30.
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NAiviE:

Classification:

Morgan Past Office
Hundred of Eba, Lot 403 in the Township of Morgan.
Railway Terrace.
Building

Ownership:

The present owner is the Australian Postal Commission.

Description:

The building was constructed in ·three stages with
walls of expertly dressed local limestone. · Tne
major part of the building is the business chamber
of the Post Office with additional entrance po~ch
and telephone exchange. The roof: is ~corrugated iron ..

Location:

"'·

Heritage Significance:

The building is Morgan•s second Post Office and
although not a relic of the first Morgan township
it is widely admired for the stonework in the walls.
This sensitive use of indigenous building materials
to blend with existing buildings and with the
natural landscape makes the building a worthy part
of the Morgan Heritage Area and an integral part
of the Area•s character.
Use:

The building was built specifically for use as a
Post Office and continues to be used as such.

Date of Construction:
1912/1913 with additions in 1942.
Architect/Builder:
Architect, Department of Works.
Condition:

The building is in excellent condition and requires
only routine maintenance to retain that condition.
Some mortar has been replaced at low levels.

Integrity:

The building provides a very good example of the
attractiveness and fine workmanship possible with
the local limestone. Because of its scale and
materials, the building is an integral part of the
character of the Morgan Heritage Area.

Bibliography:

(a) White, J.W.R. (1977). Morgan Centenary
Commemoration Book.

Legal Identification:
Survey Date:

August 18, 1980.

Photographic Record:
Current:

Film 189, Negatives 12, 13.
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NAME:
Location:
Classification:

Post Master's Residence
Hundred of Eba, Lot 443 in Township of Morgan.
Railway Terrace.
Building.

Ownership:
Description:

The present owner is the Australian Postal Commission.
The walls are of local limestone and are unpainted
and the roof is of corrugated iron. Lower sections
of the front and side walls have a cement render to
a height of about 0.5 metre.
·.
Heritage Significance:
The building was constructed originally as the Post
Offi.ce and Telegraph Station and Post Master's
residence and operated as such until the commencement
of the later Post Office in 1912. It has been
used from then as the Post Master's residence.
The building is constructed from sawn, local limestone
and is a substantial, villa style design on a
prominent position overlooking the Railway Reserve
and river. It was an important public building in
the commercial area of the early township of Morgan
and is an integral part of the colonial character of
the Morgan Heritage Area.
Use:
The building was constructed for joint use as Post
Office, Telegraph Station and Post Master's
residence. It is now used only as the Post Master's
residence.
Date of Construction:
Tenders for construction were called on September 4,
1879.
Architect/Builder:
Architect, Architect-in-chief's Office.
Builder, Dunk and Chidzney. Contract price 675 pounds.
Condition:
The building is in excellent condition being well
drained and well maintained.
Integrity:
The building is, externally, in near original
condition even to the extent of the wooden balcony
at the front which was added in 1880.
The age, scale and materials make the building an
integral and important part of the Morgan Heritage
Area.
Bibliography:
{a) South Australian Government Gazette, September 4,
1879, page 859.
{b) Parliamentary Paper 29/1880.
(c) Parliamentary Paper 29A/1880.
(d) Superintendent of Public Buildings "Record of
Expendi ture 11 •
Legal Identification:

18

Survey Dote:
August 18, 1980.
Photographic Record:
Current:
Film 189, Negative 14.
Archival:
Godson Collection A6/93, 69A/15, 47A/7.
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NAME:

Salisbury Residence

Location:

Hundred of Eba, Lot 486 in Township of Morgan.
Railway Terrace.
Buildings.
The lot was created in 1878 and.set aside as a
Customs Reserve.
The present owners are R. and V.M. Salisbury ..

Classification:
Ownership:

(Former Custom's House and
Police Station)

Description:
a.

EI
td
b.

c.

The main house is built of
local, limestone with
corrugated iron ~oof. Later
additions at the rear are
of timber frame construction
with corrugated iron walls.
The stonework is painted ..
The cell block of two cells
has limestone walls,
corrugated iron roof and solid
timber doors. The stonework
is painted.
The stable has limestone
walls and corrugated iron roof.

Heritage Significance:
Following the proclamation of the Port of Morgan under
the State Customs Act on November 20, 1878, plans
were drawn up for a Custom's House at Morgan.
Tenders were called on September 11, 1879, for a
building to "consist of an office with safe and usual
fittings and five rooms for residence; underground
tank, out offices etc."
The building was first occupied in March 1880.
Shortly afterwards, a Customs Office was erected
at the wharf and the Railway Terrace building reverted
to use solely as the residence of the Customs officer.
Around 1890, the building was taken over by the
Police Department for use as the new Police Station.
The cells at the old Police Station on the Flat
were dismantled and re-erected at the new Station
in 1891. Various additions were made to the rear
of the building in 1926 and it wascontinued to be
used as the Police Station until 1962.
The walls of all the buildings are of sawn, dressed
limestone and because of their historic role, scale
and materials, the group is an integral part of the
colonial character of the Morgan Heritage Area.
Use:
The group is presently used as a private residence
and outbuildings.
Date of Construction:
House, 1879, with additions in 1926. The Cells were
originally built at the old Police Station in
1879 but were dismantled and re-erected on the
present site in 1891. The stables were possibly also
transferred from the old Police Station.
20

Architect/Builder:

Condition:

Architect, ARchitect-in-Chief's Office.
Builder of main residence in 1879, Dunk and
Chidzney. The 1926 additions were built by D. Bor
and Son.
The buildings are in good structural condition and
only minor fretting of stonework has occurred at low
levels.

Integrity:

The residence is readily identifiable from the
original design,drawings having,gltered little
externally since construction. The concrete slab
which housed the Customs Officer's safe still
remains in position.
'
The group also have interest as a former police
station and because of their importance in the early
life of Morgan, their scale, location and materials,
they form an important· and integral part of the
colonial character of the Morgan Heritage Area.
{a) Adelaide Observer, June 9, 1883, page 33.
Bibliography:
{b) South Australian Government Gazette, September
11, 1879.
(c) South Australia, Parliamentary Paper 29 of 1880.
(d) South Australia, Parliamentary Paper 29A of 1880.
(e) South Australia, Parliamentary Paper 25 of 1881.
{f) Superintendent of Public Buildings "Record of
Expenditure" in S.A. Archives. G.R.G. 38
{g) Design Drawings, in S.A. Archives. G.R.G. 38,
Series 20.
Legal Identification:
Survey Date:
August 18, 1980.
Photographic Record:
Film 190, Negatives 1, 2.
Current:
Film 192, Negatives 1-5
Archival: Godson Collection 69A/15, 47A/7.
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NAME:
Location:
Classification:
Ownership:

Description:
Heritage

R.S.L.
Hundred of Eba, Lot 10 in Township of Morgan.
High Street.
Building.
The allotment was created in 1878 and purchased by
W. and R.C. Reynell. In 1889, the allotment was ··
transferred to Thomas Magarey and was still vacant
by 1900. The R.S.L. purchased the _site in 1956.
The present owners are the Trustees,_Morgan R~W~L.
The buildings consist of a rend~'ied bri~k·--·~lut/.hci'use
with an attached gal vanised .iron hall.
·

Significanc~:

Although the buildings are of recent construction,
they are of a scale and style which is in keeping
with the colonial character of the Morgan Heritage
Area. It is the compatibility of the .buildings in
the Area rather than their intrinsic qualities which
is important.
Use:
The building was constructed as a club house and
continues to be used as such.
Date of Construction:
The club house was built in 1956 and the hall added
later.
Architect/Builder:
The builder of the hall was Grant Engineering of
Glossop.
Condition:
The buildings are in sound condition and are well
maintained.
Integrity:
Because of its scale, functions and location the
building is compatible with the Morgan Heritage Area.
Bibliography:
(a) District Council of Morgan. Assessment Books.
(b) White, J.W.R. (1977). Morgan Cen~enary
Commemoration Book, page 71.
Legal Identification:
Survey Date:

August 18, 1980.

Photographic Record:
Current:

White, J.W.R. (1977) page 71.
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IWviE:

location:
Classification:
Ownership:

Schiller Residence
Hundred of Eba, lot 12 in Township of Morgan.
First Street.
Building.
The allotment was created in 1878 and purchased by
T. Englebrecht (or Inglebreicht), a merchant of
Gawler. He transferred it to George Alexander in
1889.

The present owner is N.E. Sch.i;ller of Morgan.--~:- ..
Description:
The residence is a typicgl square plan, timber" -framed.
corrugated iron structure. ·.
Heritage Significance.:
The cottage was built in 1889 for George Alexander.
It is located within the core area of the early
township of Morgan and because of its location,
scale, style and materials it is an integral part of
the colonial character of the Morgan Heritage Area.
Use:
The building was constructed for use as a residence
and continues to be used as such.
Date of Construction:
1889
Architect/Builder:
:".;:C:, __+<).'

'

•

• ..

~

,:.

Not known.
Condition:
The building is sound and the corrugated iron is
well preserved.
Integrity:
The building has not altered significantly since
construction. It is an integral part of the Morgan
Heritage Area because of its age, location, scale and
materials.
Bibliography:
(a) District Council of Morgan. Assessment Books.
(b) 11 Town of Morgan, Hundred of Eba:. Notes
prepared by Department of lands. S.A.
Archives 1324/39.
legal Identification:
Survey Date:
August 18, 1980.
Photographic Record:
Film 193, Negatives 12, 14.
Current:
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l'WviE:

Former Bank

Location:

Hundred of Eba, Lot 16 in Township of Morgan.
Corner of First and High Streets.
Building.

Classification:
Ownership:

The allotment was created in 1878. The first Council
Assessment of 1888 gave the owner and occupier as·
the Bank of Adelaide.
The present owner is Mrs. E.E. Bailey of Morgan.

The building consists of a weat~_7·rboard-"section at the
front and a rear section of dressed limestone walls.
A sleepout has been added on to part of the front and
east side verandah. The roof is corrugated iron.
Heritage Significanc;:

Description:

The Bank of Adelaide opened its first Morgan branch
in these premises in 1884 and operated there until
1896. The building is located in the core area of
the early township of Morgan and because of its
location, scale, style and materials it is an
integral part of the colonial character of the
Morgan Heritage Area.
Use:

The building was constructed for use jointly as
a banking chamber with residence attached. It is
now used as a residence.

Date of Construction:

1884.
Architect/Builder:
Not known
Condition:

The building is in good structural condition and
is well maintained.

Integrity:

The building has not altered significantly since
construction apart from minor additions. It is an
integral part of the Morgan Heritage Area because
of its age, location, scale and materials.

Bibliography:

(a)
(b)

District Council of Morgan. Assessment Books.
White, J.W.R. (1977) Morgan Cen~enary
Commemora~ion

Book.

Legal Identification:
Survey Date:

August 19, 1980.

Photographic Record:
Current:

Film 193, Negative 6.
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I'WAE:

Location:
Classification:
Ownership:

Croft Residence
Hundred of Eba, Part Lot 17 in Township of Morgan.
First Street.
Building
Allotment 17 was created in 1878 and resubdivided
in 1898.

The present owners are J.A. and M. Croft of Elizabeth
North.
Description:
The building is a typical squat.e,~lan," cf;~~se'~f)~::;
limestone residence of the 189'0 -period,, Exterior .
walls are painted. The roof. is corrugated iron. '
Heritage Significance;
The residence is located within the core area of
the early township of Morgan and because of its location,
scale, style and materials it is an integral part
of the colonial character of the Morgan Heritage Area.
Use:
The building was constructed for use as a residence
and continues to be used as such.
Date of Construction:
1890's.
Architect/Builder:
Not known
Condition:
The building is in good structural condition and
is well maintained.
Integrity:
The building has not altered significantly since
construction apart from the painting of the stone
walls and minor additions. It is an integral part
of the ~~rgan Heritage Area because of its age,
location, scale and materials.
Bibliography:
(a) District Council of Morgan. Assessment Books.
Legal Identification:
C.T. Vol. 3075, folio 162.
Survey Date:
August 19, 1980.
Photographic Record:
Current: Film 193, Negative 3.
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NAME:
Location:
Classification:
Ownership:

French Residence
Hundred of Ebo, Port Lot 17 in Township of Morgan.
First Street.
Building
The allotment 17 was created
in 1898.

in

1878 and resubdivided

The present owner is S.H. French o( Morgan.
Description:

The building is a typical square plan, dressed
limestone residence of the 1890 perioa. x-Exterior
walls ore pointed. The roof is corrugated iron.
The front verandah is on the street boundary and has
been portly enclosed .
Heritage Significance:

.

The residence is located within the core area of the
early township of Morgan and because of its location,
scale, style and materials it is on integral part
of the colonial character of the Morgan Heritage Area.
Use:

The building was constructed for use as a residence
and continues to be used as such.

Dote of Construction:
1890
Condition:

The building is in good structural condition and is
well maintained. Some fretting of mortar is occurring
at low levels on the northern wall.

Integrity:

The building has not altered significantly since
construction aport from the pointing of the stone
walls and minor additions. It is on integral port of
the Morgan Heritage Area because of its age,
location, scale and materials.
(a) District Council of Morgan. Assessment Books.

Bibliography:

Legal Identification:
C.T. Vol. 3075, folio 161.
Survey Dote:

August 19, 1980.

Photographic Record:
Current:

Film 193, Negative 3.
:I

Second

house from left
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NAME:
Location:
Classification:
O.Vnership:

Eudunda Farmers
Hundred of Eba, Lot 18 and Part Lot 19 in Township
of Morgan. Corner of First and Eighth Streets.
Group of 3 buildings.
The allotment was created in 1878. The shop was built
for H. Van Alpen in 1892 and was later taken over·
by John Symons. It was purchased by Eudunda Farmers
in 1923 and is still owned by the group.

Description:
a.

c

J

b.
b

a

First

c.

Street

The shbp is constructed of
sawn, limestone with some
Kunkar stones used in the
rear wall. The roof is
corrugated iron. Exterior
walls have been painted.
A residence is attached to
the shop and is of similar
construction and finish.
The storeroom along the rear of
the property is also built
of local limestone and
remains in an attractive
unpainted condition.

Heritage Significance:
The trading establishment of John Symons was well known
to the river traders, and rated a special mention in
the 1909 Cyclopedia of South Australia which wrote:
11
A well assorted stock is carried, comprising groceries,
draperies, tinware, hardware, fancy goods, tobacco,
boots and shoes, ironmongery etc., in fact, all the
branches of a well-fitted-up general emporium. 11

Use:

John Symons was the first Chairman of the District
Council of Morgan and took an active interest in the
affairs of the early township.
The group form an integral part of the Morgan Heritage
Area because of their location in the early
commercial area, their age, style and method of
construction.
The buildings are being used as shop, residence and
storeroom according to their original uses.

Date of Construction:

1892.
Archi teet/Builder:
Not known
Condition:

All of the buildings are in good structural condition
and are well maintained.

Integrity:

The buildings have not altered significantly since
built apart from the painting of the stone walls.
They are an integral part of the colonial character
of the Morgan Heritage Area because of their age,
location, scale and materials.

Bibliography:

(a)
(b)
(c)

Distroct Council of Morgan. Assessment Books.
Cyclopedia of South Australia, 1909.
White, J.W.R. (1977). Morgan Centenary
Commemoration Book.

Legal Identification:
Survey Date:

August 19, 1980

Photographic Record:
Current:
Archival:

Film 192, Negative· 14.
Film 193, Negative 1. .
The Cyclopedia of South Australia {1909),
page 925.
I

I
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NAME:

Classification:

Specht Residence
Hundred of Eba, Part Lot 209 in Township of
Eighth Street.
Building

Ownership:

The original owner was James Symons.

Location:

~brgan.

Present owners, J.E. and D.E. Specht.
Description:
The building is a five room residence constructed on
two levels on a sloping site. The walls are~of
dressed, limestone which has beeri painted and-the,
roof is of corrugated iron.
Heritage Significance:
The building was originally the home of the ~rgan
pioneer James Symonds. He conducted a hotel on the
river flat at North West Bend for a decade prior to
the establishment of ~rgan in 1878.
The attractive house is an integral part of the
colonial character of the ~rgan Heritage Area
because of its age, style and method of construction.
Use:

The building was erected for use as a residence
and is used as such at present.

Date of Construction:
About 1880.
Architect/Builder:
Not known.
Condition:

The house is in good structural condition and is well
maintained.

Integrity:

The building has not altered significantly since
construction apart from the painting of the stone walls.
It is an integral part of the colonial character of
the ~rgan Heritage Area because of its age, location,
scale and materials.

Bibliography:

(a)
(b)

District Council of I.Aorgan. Assessment Books.
11
~rgan Heritage Study, Working Paper 1 •
11

Legal Identification:
Survey Date:

August 19, 1980

Photographic Record:
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NAME:
Location:
Classification:

Seton Residence
Hundred of Eba, Part Lot 209 in Township of Morgan.
First Street.
Building

Ownership:
Description:

The present owner is J.W. Seton.
Cottage, built of painted limestone walls with
corrugated iron roof. The front wall and south side
wall contain fine dressed stone. A section has
been added on to the north side.
.
Heritage Significance:
~

This is one of a group of buildings constructed by
James Symons for use as shops. It was at one time
the local office of the stock firm Goldsbrough Mort.
The building is an integral part of the Morgan
Heritage Area because of its age, style and method
of construction.
Use:
The building was originally used as a shop but has
more recently been converted into a residence.
Date of Construction:
About 1880.
Architect/Builder:
Not known.
Condition:
The house is in good structural condition and is
well maintained.
Integrity:
The appearance of the building has altered since
construction mainly through changes to windows and
painting of stone walls. However, the building is
an integral part of the colonial character of the Morgan
Heritage Area because of its age, location, scale
and materials.
Bibliography:
(a) District Council of Morgan. Assessment Books.
(b) White, J.W.R. (1977). Morgan Centenary
Commemoration Book.

Legal Identification:
C.T. Vol. 1249, folio 113.
Survey Date:
August 19, 1980
Photographic Record:
Current:
Film 192, Negative 15.
Archival: Wh~te, J.W.R. (1977), page 134.
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NAME:
Location:

Classification:
Ownership:

Bishop Residence
Hundred of Eba, Part Lot 209 in Township of Morgan.
Corner of First and Eighth Streets.
Building
The original owner was James Symonds.
Present owner, J.G. Bishop.

Description:

Cottage, built of painted limestone wolfs wHh
corrugated iron roof.
_,~'.: _ .: <
The front wall contains fine-dressed stone and lhe
side walls are of rough'stones.
Heritage Significance:
This is one of a group of buildings constructed by
James Symons for use as shops. It was at one time
the premises of A.H. Edwards, Saddler and Bootmaker.
The building is an integral part of the Morgan
Heritage Area because of its age, style and method
of construction.
Use:
The building was originally used as a shop but has
more recently been converted into a residence.
Date of Construction:
About 1880.
Architect/Builder:
Not known.
Condition:
The house is in good structural condition and is
well maintained. Some fretting has occurred in the
stonework at low levels on the southern wall.
The appearance of the building has altered since
Integrity:
construction mainly due to alterations to the
verandah and to the painting of the walls. However,
the building is an integral part of the colonial
character of the Morgan Heritage Area because of
its age, location, scale and materials.
(a) District Council of Morgan. Assessment Books.
Bibliography:
(b) White, J.W.R. (1977). Morgan Centenary
Commemoration Book.

Legal Identification:
Survey Date:

August 19, 1980.

Photographic Record:
Current:
Archival:

Fllm 192, Negatives 11, 12, 15.
White, J.W.R. (1977), paqe 104.

House on right
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NAME:
Location:

Former Dunk Residence
Hundred of Ebo, Lot 206 in Township of Morgan.
Between First and Second Streets.

Classification:
Ownership:

Building
The allotment was created in 1878.
The first Council Assessment of 1888 shows the owner
and occupier as A.L. Dunk~
The building is a detached house .. built .party ·of
Description:
limestone and portly of weatherboard.· It~hos a
corrugated iron roof.
.·-.:
Heritage Significance:
The Dunk family played on important role in the
commercial life of early Morgan. Albert Londseer
Dunk' come to Morgan in 1884 to manage A.H. Londseer
Limited 1 s operations at Morgan and was also the
agent for the Gem Navigation Company of Captain Hugh
King.
The house is on important port of the colonial
character of the Morgan Heritage Area because of its
age, style and method of construction.
Use:
The building was built as a residence and is used as
such at present.
Dote of Construction:
About 1885.
Architect/Builder:
Not known.
Condition:

The house is structurally sound but requires considerable
renovation.

Integrity:

The appearance of the house has not been altered
significantly since construction. The building is an
integral part of the colonial character of the
Morgan Heritage Area because of its age, location,
scale and materials.

Bibliography:

{a)
(b)

CycloPedia of South Australia, 1909.
White, J.W.R. (1977). Morgan Centenary
Commemoration Book.

(c) Dunk, K. 11 Reminiscences 11 • S.A. Archives.
(d) District Council of Morgan. Assessment Books.
Legal Identification:
August 19, 1980
Survey Dote:
Photographic Record:
Current:
Film 192, Negatives 9, 10.
Archival:
Godson Collection. TT/21
'

NAME:
Location:
Classification:
Ownership:

Collins Residence
Hundred of Eba, Part Lot 202 in Township of Morgan.
Second Street.
Building
The allotment 202 was created in 1878 and purchas~d
shortly afterwards by Captain Hugh King. He sold it
in 1889 to George Brunskill who owned an Iron Store
on First Street at the rear of the Terminus Hotel.
The allotment was vacant at the time of transfer and
remained so until after 1900.
·
. ·

The present owners are T.P. and E.W. Collins of
Goodwood.
Description:
The building is a typical square plan, limestone
residence of the early 1900's. External walls are
painted. The roof is corrugated iron.
Heritage Significance:
The residence is located within the early township of
Morgan and because of the use of indigenous
building materials, scale and style, it is an integral
part of the colonial character of the Morgan
Heritage Area.
Use:
The building was constructed for use as a residence
and continues to be used as such.
Date of Construction:
Early 1900's
Architect/Builder:
Not known
The building is structurally sound but fretting of
Condition:
the mortar has occurred to a height of about one to
one and a half metres on the exterior walls.
Integrity:
The building has not altered significantly since
construction. It is an integral part of the Morgan
Heritage Area because of its age, location, scale
and materials.
Bibliography: · · District Council of Morgan. Assessment Books.
Legal Identification:
C.T. Vol. 2364, folio 129.
Survey Date:
August 19, 1980
Photographic Record:
Current:

Film 192, Negative 8.
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NAME:
Location:
Classification:
Ownership:

Bowden Residence
Hundred of Eba, Part Lot 202 in Township of Morgan.
Second Street
Building
The allotment 202 was created in 1878 and purchased
shortly afterwards by Captain Hugh King. He·sold it
in 1889 to George Brunskill who _owned ~m Iron Store
on First Street at the rear of the Terminus Hotel.
The allotment was vacant at the time of ;transfer and
_.;::·:} - remained so until after 1900. ·
The present owne'rs are R.G._ ~nd R.M. Bow'den o( Morgan.

Description:

The building is a typical square plan, limestone
resiuence of the early 1900's. External walls are
painted. The roof is corrugated iron.
Heritage Significance:
The residence is located within the early township
of Morgan and because of the use of indigenous
buildings materials, scale and style it is an
integral part of the colonial character of the Morgan
Heritage Area.
The building was constructed for use as a residence
Use:
and continues to be used as such.
Date of Construction:
Early 1900's.
Architect/Builder:
Not known.
The building is generally in sound condition but
Condition:
fretting of the mortar has occurred on outer walls
to a height of about half a metre.
The building has not altered significantly .since
Integrity:
construction. It is an integral part of the Morgan
Heritage Area because of its age, location 1 scale
and materials.
(a) District Council of Morgan.
Bibliography:
Legal Identification:
C.T. Vol. 2364 1 folio 130.

Assessment Books.

August 19, 1980.
Survey Date:
Photographic Record:
Current:
Film 192 1 Negative 8.
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N.A.ME:

Captain King's Former Residence
Hundred of Eba, Lot 203 in Township of Morgan.
Second Street.

Location:
Clsssification:
Ownership:

Building
The allotment was created in 1878 and purchased at
auction on May 16, 1878, _by Captain Hugh King.

The present owner is W. Paine of ~rgdn.
Description:
The residence is built to a square plan.with q wide
verandah on the north and east·.sJdes. ~The- walls are
built of weatherboard anq the roof 'of corrugated
iron.
Heritage SiQnificance:.
~

In 1878, Captain Hugh King, who was corllr.only known
as the "Grand Old Man of the Murray" moved from Milang
to Morgan where he established his important line of
river steamers. The Gem Line grew to .become the
most significant line on the river. Captain King
built his house soon after his arrival in Morgan.
The weatherboard came presumably from Mclean's Sawmill
on the east side of the river which was reported to
be producing "some very good timber in the way of
floor joists, weatherboards etc." {Adelaide Observer
September 14, 1878, page 7.)
The residence is located within the early township of
Morgan and because of the use of indigenous building
materials, scale and style, it is an integral part
of the colonial character of the Morgan Heritage Area.
Use:

The building was constructed for use as a residence
and continues to be used as such.
Date of Construction:
About 1878.
Architect/Builder:
Not known.
Condition:

The weatherboard is in good condition and the building
as a whole is very sound.

Integrity:

The building has not altered significantly since
construction. It is an integral part of the Morgan
Heritage Area because of its age, location, scale
and materials.

Bibliography:

(a)
(b)
(c)

Cyclopedia of South Australia, 1909.
District Council of Morgan. Assessment Books.
White, J.W.R. (1977). Morgan Centenary
Commemoration Book.

Legal Identification:
Survey Date:

August 19, 1980.

Photographic Record:
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NAME:

Salisbury Residence, King's Row

Location:

Hundred of Eba, Part Lot 204, in Township of Morgan.
Second Street.
Building
The allotment was created in 1878 and purchased
shortly afterwards by C 9ptain ·Hugh King.
The present owner is A.S. Salisbury of Marden.
The building is a typical square. plan, dressed
limestone residence of the 189.0:il900 'period.-~_/·.:
External walls remain unpainted. The roof is '.
corrugated iron.

Classification:
Ownership:

Description:

Heritage

Significanc~:

Use:

In 1878, Captain Hugh King, who was commonly known
as the 11 Grand Old Man of the Murray" moved to
Morgan, where he established his steamer operations.
He also constructed several houses adjacent to his
own home and rented these to his employees. This
section of houses on the west side of Second Street has,
therefore, been known as King's Row.
The residence is located within the early township of
Morgan and because of the use of indigenous building
materials, scale and style, it is an integral part
of the colonial character of the Morgan Heritage Area.
The building was constructed for use as a residence
and continues to be used as such.

Date of Construction:
1890's.
Architect/Builder:
Not known.
The building is in good structural condition but
Condition:
considerable mortar fretting has occurred to a height
of up to one metre on the front and side walls.
The building has not altered significantly since
Integrity:
construction. It is an integral part of the Morgan
Heritage Area because of its age, location, scale
and materials.
(a) Cyclopedia of South Australia, 1909.
Bibliography:
(b) District Council of Morgan. Assessment Books.
(c) White, J.W.R. (1977). Morgan Centenary
Commemoration Book.

Legal Identification:
Survey Date:

August 19, 1980.

Photographic Record:
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NAME:

Kerr Residence, King's Row.

Location:

Hundred of Eba, Part Lot 204, in Township of Morgan.
Second Street.
Building

Classification:
Ownership:

Description:

The allotment was created in 1878 and resubdivided •
A cottage is shown on the Assessment of 1888 as owned
by Mrs. H. King, the wife of Captain King, and
occupied by A. Hart.
The present owner is R.J. Kerr.
The building is a typical, sq~d~e plan, limestone
residence· of the 1880 period. ··External walls are
painted. The roof is corrugated iron.

Heritage Significanc~:
In 1878, Captain Hugh King who was commonly known as
the "Grand Old Man of the Murray" moved to Morgan
where he established his steamer operations. He also
constructed several houses adjacent to his own home
and rented these to his employees. This section of
houses on the west side of Second Street has,
therefore, been known as King's Row.
The residence is located within the early township of
Morgan and because of the use of indigenous building
materials, scale and style, it is an integral part
of the colonial character of the Morgan Heritage Area.
Use:
The building was constructed for use as a residence
and continues to be used as such.
Date of Construction:
1880's.
Architect/Builder:
Not known.
Condition:
Fretting of the stonework has occurred at lower levels
and mortar has been replaced in those areas.
A cement render has been added to the exterior walls
to a height of about one metre.
Integrity:
The building has not altered significantly since
construction apart from the painting of the stone
walls. It is an integral part of the Morgan Heritage
Area because of its age, location, scale and
materials.
Bibliography:
(a) Cyclopedia of South Australia, 1909.
(b) District Council of Morgan. Assessment Books.
(c) White, J.W.R. (1977) Morgan Centenary
Commemoration Book.

Legal Identification:
C.T. Vol. 2599, folio 109.
Survey Date:

August 19, 1980.

Photographic Record:
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NAME:

Redfern's Butcher Shop

Location:

Hundred of Eba, Lot 29 in Township of Morgan.
Second Street.
Buildings.

Cla~sification:

Ownership:

The allotment was created iri 1878. The first record
of buildings on the lot_ as given in the Council
Assessment, is 1897, the occupier being J. Bruhn
end the owner Mrs. Bruhn.

The present owners are S.L.K~ and E.G.~~Redfern.
Description:
The group comprises an pttach~d shop and res-idence
with a storehouse and old-bakehouse at the rear of the
allotment.
a. The shop is built of limestone
walls with corrugated iron roof.
c
The exterior walls are painted.
b. The residence is similar in
d
construction to the shop.
c. The old bakehouse is a simple
structure built of sawn limestone
with a corrugated iron roof.
b
The unpainted exterior walls show
the fine stone craftmanship of
Morgan's early buildings. The
a
original oven is still in place
in the western wall.
d. The store house is attached to the
bakehouse and is built of similar
materials.
Heritage Significance:
The buildings formed part of the 19th century commercial
focus of Morgan and are built of the attractive local
limestone which is characteristic of the early
township. As such, they are an integral part of the
colonial character of the Morgan Heritage Area.
Use:
The shop operated jointly as a butcher and baker shop
in its early days. It is presently used as a
butcher shop with residence. The bakehouse and
storehouse are used for storage.
Date of Construction:
About 1897.
Architect/Builder:
Not known.
All buildings are in good structural condition and
Condition:
the stonework shows only small signs of fretting at
low levels.
Integrity:
The buildings provide good examples of the use of
indigenous materials and stonecraft skills. The
appearance of the buildings, apart from the external
paintwork, has not altered significantly since
construction. The buildings are an integral part of
the colonial character of the Morgan Heritage Area·
because of their age, location, scale and materials.

38

Bibliography:

(a)
(b)

District Council of Morgan. Assessment Books.
White, J.W.R. (1977) Morgan Centenary
Commemoration Book, page 98.

Legal Identification:
C.T. Vol. 602, folio 34.
Survey Date:
August 19, 1980.
Photographic Record:
Current:
Film 193, Negati~e
Archival : White, J. W. R. ·c 1977);
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NAME:
Location:
Classification:

Leoney Residence
Hundred of Ebo, Lot 28 in Township of Morgan.
Corner of High and Second Streets.
Building

Ownership:

The allotment was created in 1878.
The present owners ore R.W. and M. Leoney.
Description:
The building is a square plan, dres._sed limestone
residence of the 1880 period. Exterior _walb remain
unpainted and show to advantage the sowh;:Stone:. · :
The roof is corrugated iron. The house is''builJ on
a sloping site and, therefore, incorporates a bos~ment.
The original striped pointwork on the front
verohdah is still visible. ·
Heritage Significance:
The residence is located within the area of the
early township of Morgan and because of its location,
scale, style and materials it is an integral part
of the colonial character of the Morgan Heritage
Area.
Use:
The building was constructed for use as a residence
and continues to be used as such.
Date of Construction:
l880 1 s
Architect/Builder:
Not known.
The building is in good structural condition and is
Condition:
well maintained.
The building has not altered significantly since
Integrity:
construction. It is on integral port of the Morgan
Heritage Area because of its age, location, scale
and materials.
{a) District Council of Morgan. Assessment Books.
Bibliography:
Legal Identification:
C.T. Vol. 2058, folio 169.
August 19, 1980.
Survey Date:
Photographic Record:.
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1.

Introduction
This report provides a synthesis of the information and
recommendations contained in the Working Papers which
were presented during the Study. The Working Papers
provided responses to the first two study objectives,
namely:
11

To identify the particular charact~ristic~_. . ·
of the areas and buildings of Morgen which
make it a place of special historical
significance. 11

11

To provide a comprehensive inventory of
buildings, sites, monuments, structures,
areas and groups of buildings, townscapes,
streetscapes and landscapes and other items
of historic, cultural, social,
architectural, scientific, aesthetic and
townscape or landscape importance within
lvlorgan. 11

Detailed information was presented on buildings,
structures and sites of heritage significance in order
to first enhance appreciation of their qualities,
secondly to provide sufficient information to allow
items to be nominated and assessed for· the Register
of State Heritage Items and finally to provide details
where possible on the original condition of the items
as a guide to restoration.
In this Summary Report, the proposed Heritage Area is
described as required by the Study Brief and priorities
are given for nomination and restoration .. Current trends
in land use change and development within these Heritage
Areas are analysed and recommendations are presented on
management of future change. A series of recommendations
are also-given on further action req:-'ired.
Therefore, the last two study objectives will be met,
namely:
"To devise practical measures for managing future
change and development in a manner which will
retain the distoric significance and ensure
that future development is in sympathy with
existing character" and
"Suggest a priority or grading system to assist
rational decision-making in conservation and
restoration."

2.

1.

The Proposed

~brgon

Heritage Area.

RECCMvfEI'-OA TION:
THE STUDY RECCMAEN)S THAT THE
w;1ARF, RAILWAY RESERVE AND EARLY TOIINSHIP AREA
BE DESIGNATED AS A HERITAGE AREA FOR CONSERVATION
Al'-0 PLPNNING PURPOSES.
Rationale:
The Study Brief sets out various -matters which need to be considered when assessing
the value of o heri toge area .. These motter:_s__ : ·
ore now discussed.
"':-:.: ·:.(o)

Description of the Area ..
The qualities of the MOrgan Heritage Area
ore derived both from the beauty of its
natural setting and from the attractiveness
of the man-mode structures. The Area is
underlain by o tertiary yellow limestone
which has been exposed by the action of the
river and of man. The land slopes
eastward toward the river at varying
angles at times gentle and elsewhere, sheer
cliff. The Area is bounded on both the
north and south by volleys cut by streams
flowing into the river and these create
ottrocrive enclosed spaces and on overall
undulating landscape. The river flat
contains fine stands of red gums and o
magnificent vista across the River Volley
is available from most ports of the Area.
The slopes to the south ore vegetated by
o sparse mollee scrub which provides on
attractive leaf cover and view in that
direction.
Strong use of on-site materials such as
limestone and red gum hove created o
harmonious blending of the man-mode elements
with the natural. The timber expanse of
the wharf is framed beautifully by the
limestone cliff to its rear and by the
distant facade of Railway Terrace with its
predominantly limestone commercial and
residential buildings.

3.

(b)

Structures
Because Morgan was developed initially as a
specific purpose Government town, many of
its buildings and structures were constructed
within the same period. MOrgan experienced
a gradual expansion up to 19-00. Most
·
buildings are similarities in. design and ·use
of materials.
..,.~

•

<

•

The majority of buildings ar~:. con·st~-u~2f~,{~::_~:~: :.:
from the local, yellow limestone which was ·"
quarried south of the township. The stone
is used both in a rough.form and dressed . .
and provides an attractice and durable finish.
Local timber provided by Mclean's Sawmill
on the east bank of the River, was used for
joists, floor boards and weatherboard
cladding. This helps to explain the
occurrence of several weatherboard structures
(Captain King's House; Former Bank of
Adelaide; Former Tea Rooms) which are
uncharacteristic of South Australian
colonial towns. It may also reflect the
influence of Victorian river boat men.
Roofs are generally of heavy gauge, corrugated
iron and most are still original The dry
climate is not conducive to rust, hence
deterioration of the iron has been slow.
The scale of development is relatively
uniform. The first township allotments were
all ~ acre and initial development reflected
that density. Some resubdivi~ion did occur
in the core commercial area on Railway Terrace
and on several residential allotments
thereby increasing the density of building
and in places resulting in contiguous
structures. Most of the buildings are compact
and single storey but there are several larger
buildings such as the Landseer's Store which
dominates the southern end of Railway Terrace
and the two hotels which are both of two
storeys.
The predominance of local stone, timber and
corrugated iron creates a pleasant harmony
between the natural and man-made, because of
the soft colours of these materials. Many
buildings were extensively painted during
the 'period of excess' in the 1950's and 1960's
but, in the main, the colours are soft and
inoffensive.

4.

Decoration on the buildings is simple and
functional and in keeping with the Government
town image. Wrought iron was used sparingly
but the most impressive examples of wrought
iron on the two hotels have since been
removed. Detailed decoration is most obvious.
in the stonework where attention was giveh
by the stonemasons to corner.stonesj lintels,
arches and ventilators. The emphasis ·was .<>n
function but with a little added flare ,for;'.:.
the artistic use of stone.
·
...,- !:-.: - .. • : , : : :
The quality of workmanship required by
Government contracts was .very high. Buildings
were well built and remain in good structural
condition today. The Area provides very
good examples of the art of limestone masonry
which required a good knowledge of the
qualities of the stone. It con be dressed
and sculpted readily and has a very pleasant
effect both en masse, e.g. Landseer•s Store,
and in detail, e.g. Station and Station Master 1 s
Residence. The wharf also displays admirable
workmanship using massive timbers in the
superstructure and platform and large pocked,
stones in the retaining wall.
The smaller houses ore well constructed but
in common with many buildings, generally lack
an effective damp course. This has resulted
in moisture rising through the porous
limestone and lime mortar and has caused
fretting of lower walls.
Design of the buildings and ~tructures was
also very functional to suit the needs of
Government activities. Railway and wharf
structures were designed by the Engineer-in-Chief 1 s
Office. The private buildings were also
generally very functional and austere and
many were built to standard builder designs.
The architect Thomas English is known to hove
designed one of the hotels which is thought
to be the Terminus Hotel. The Londseer 1 s
Store was built to a design used previously
by A.H. Londseer at Milang.

5.

(c)

Relationship of buildings.
In the Railway and Wharf Reserve structures
were located according to their functional
relationship and to specific site requirements.
The wharf required adjacent deep water, the
railway required an embankment and railway
structures were located ·according to
accessibility from the embankment' and fro"in the wharf.
'·
~ .... ~<

On Railway Terrace, the comm_eiclal "b'GrfJings ---: "
are generally built on the front allotment
.c.
boundary and, therefore, in places present a
continuous facade with verandahs over the
footpath.
In the remainder of the Area, development is
mixed and individual shops at street
frontage are adjacent to houses with varying
setbacks.
(d)

Cohesiveness.
The Heritage Area is set within a physically
defined area which is centred on River Murray.
On the north and south, are valleys which
link with the River and create a space
between them which slopes toward the River.
Good vistas are available both into and out
of the Heritage Area because of its locality.

(e)

Uses.
The original and present uses.of the buildings
were outlined in Working Papers 2 and 3.
The closure of the Railway in 1969 meant
the cessation of railway activities and the
wharf now receives only occasional use from
pleasure craft. Landseer•s Store is at
present being renovated for use as a dance
hall and display area but, in general, the
other buildings are being used for their
respective original commercial or residential
purposes. Some are vacant, e.g. Post Office
Row and could be rehabilitated to cater for
the demands of the increasing number of
visitors to the town. There has also been
a trend toward holiday housing and several
of the bui~dings in the Areo are being used
as such.

o.

(f)

Significance
The Morgan Heritage Area hcs a unique character
because of its historic functions as an
important river port and trading centre,
its picturesque setting and the widespread
use of attractive local building material.
Much of the town's colonial character
remcins because of the hi~h survi~ql rate ..
of its early structures. It is desirable
that this character be retained because .
of its heritage value to resid~nts an~·_.;:._. ._
visitors.
· ,·~
-

(g)

Intrusions.
Several of the original buildings and
structures have been demolished in recent
years including the boiler house, steam
cranes and goods shed at the wharf; the
rail line, Engine Running Shed and Engine
Drivers Cabin on the Railway Reserve; the
iron store of A.H. Landseer adjoining the
Stone Store (Lot 3); the stone site of
the R.S.L. and the two storey shop and
residence on Second Street adjacent to
Redfern's.
A transportable residence has been erected
on the site of the demolished Landseer's
iron store and although not compatible with
the character of the Heritage Area in terms
of design, materials or age, it is
compatible in terms of scale.
Across the road, a cream brick public toilet
block stands astride the railway embankment
and is out of character in that location.
The Area suffers from the problem of requiring
tall T.V. antennae towers for good T.V.
reception. The rights of residents to have
a good reception is unquestionable. Perhaps
future improvements in technology may allcw
for a less obtrusive antenna system or
common facility schemes may be iPtroduced to
allow one tower to service a group of users.

7.

(h)

List of buildings.
A list of buildings of significance in the
Heritage Area is given in Working Papers
2 and 3 and recommendations ore given later
in this Summary Report on buildings which ·
should be nominated for registration.

(i)

Size of the Area.
The proposed heri toge area ·comprises. O'''l(!o<:f
area of approximately 25 hectcrr~~(. "'+" x:;-' :.....

(j)

Current development control policies.
The District Council of f...brgon has control
over land use on private lo~d using the
provisions of the Riverlond Planning Area
Development Plan and the powers of Interim
Development control. The Development Plan
does not provide specific guidelines or
policies for the township of Morgan, but
these could be provided by the implementation
of a Supplementary Development Plan.

--·

8.

2.

Nominations of items in the Proposed Morgan Heritage Area.
RECCM-.1Et'DATI~:
THE STUDY RECOvtviEI'DS THAT t-OAINATI~S
FOR INClUSION ON THE HERITAGE REGISTER BE FORWARDED
TO THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN HERITAGE COMMITTEE FOR
(a) THE STATION AND STATION MASTER'S RESIDENCE AND
(b) FORMER WDSEER'S STORE.

Rationale:
Details on the Former Station and Station Mas"t.e_:rL~-"~':
Residence are available in Working ~bPer, 2;"'~ pagi" 2Z~:·:: :,
and accompanying design drawings. . ·
·
Details on the Former Landseer'~-S_tore are given in
Working Paper 3, pages 6 and 7.
The South Australian Heritage Act provides for controls
on development of sites or structures which are
on the State Register of Heritage Items or on the
Interim List (i.e. items under consideration for
registration). Written consent is required from the
State Planning Authority, or the local Council, in
those cases where power has been delegated to a local
Council, before any item which is on the Interim
List or the Register may be demolished, added to, or
altered in any way that would change its character
or external appearance.
At present, the Morgan Wharf is on the Interim List.
These additional items will, therefore, receive the
protection of the Heritage Act if accepted on to
the Register.

9.

3.

Development control in the Proposed Morgan Heritage Area.
RECQ~ENDATION:
THE
DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR
SHOULD DESIGNATE THE
PLANNING POLICY AREA
CONTROL PRINCIPLES.

STUDY RE~ENDS THAT A SUPPLEMENTARY
THE DISTRICT COUNCIL OF MORGAN
PROPOSED HERITAGE AREA AS A
WITH A SPECIFIC. SET OF DEVELOPMENT

Rationale:
The South Australian Heritage Act- allows f9.I". qe;;igngt.i,on
of State Heritage Areas but is not e~~licit~ai_·_; ·::c ~
to the method of development control within them.
'
Control may be achieved by various means:
a)

by including all items in the Heritage Area
on the State Register and/or

b)

by designating the Heritage Area as a Policy
Area in a Supplementary Development Plan and
thereby providing the powers of policy and
regulation available under the Planning and
Development Act.

Within a Heritage Area it is necessary to protect
the character and detail of existing development
as well as to guide the character and scale of new
development so that the two are compatible. Not
all of the structures within a heritage area are
necessarily items worthy of registration in their
own right - they may rather add to the general
character of the area.
Therefore, a partial control is available. Listed
items receive the protection of the Heritage Act and
new private developrrent can be conttalled by provisions
or-the Planning and Development Act. Those existing
sites and structures not listed are, therefore, not
protected against demolition or alteration. If the
character of the area is to b~maintained generally,
a prograrrroe of positive guidance to property
owners will be needed to get them on our side
and to ensure that any alterations or changes are
sensitive to the character of the area.
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10.

4.

Restoration work within the Proposed Heritage Area.
RECGAv1EtnATION:
THE STUDY RECCMviEtnS THAT SCME
RESTORATION WORK SHOULD BE cx::NE CN THE RAILWAY
STATION AND STATION ~~STER'S RESIDENCE IMMEDIATELY
TO PREVENT FURTHER DETERIORATION. FUNDS SHOULD BE
SOUGHT LATER FROM THE STATE HERITAGE FUND FOR A
t-.ORE DETAILED AND EXTENSIVE RESTORATION. ·
Rationale:
The Former Station is a ke-y builc;Hng on
the former Railway Reserve and dates from the:~; ,· . ,~
construction of the roil way in 1877'.,,; lt ·:is ·nfghlf'_:·,: ;
visible from Railway Terrace ond is -in a good·
. ·
location on the former railway and wharf working
area to act as a display and infqrmation centre on
the former loading facilities.
·
Immediate improvements to the guttering and drainage
around the building will prevent any further
deterioration pending a decision on the future use
of the building. A full restoration later should
take particular care to retain the detail of the
fine dressed stone.
RECOMMENDATION:
THIS STUDY SUPPORTS THE APPLICATION
FOR FUNDS FOR WHARF RESTORATION WORK, MADE BY THE
fvORG.l\N BRANCH OF THE NATIONAL TRUST. A fvORE
DETAILED ENGINEERit..JG ASSESSMENT SHOULD BE MADE OF THE
WHARF TO DETERMINE THE EXTENT OF WORK REQUIRED TO
BRING THE TOTAL STRUC1URE TO A SAFE CQ~ITION.
PART OF THE STRUCTURE SHOULD BE RESTORED A}O
~INTAINED FOR USE AS A TOURIST FACILITY.
Rationale:
The Morgan Branch of the National
Trust has made an application for c grant of 30,000
dollars to assist with restoration work on the
wharf. It is suggested that, if successful, the
Trust work to a programme of priorities determined
in conjunction with a structural engineer. The
matters to be considered are:·
a)
b)

c)

the works required to prevent further
deterioration.
how much of the wharf should be accessible
to the public generally and what measures
are needed to ensure that that section is
brought to a safe condition and maintained
as such.
the extent of work required on the non
accessible ~ection to prevent collapse and
to allow the option for conversion to
public use in later years if thought
desirable and practicable.

RECClvtviEI'DATICN:
IT IS RECOJ.AEI'OED THAT RESTORATICN
WORK BE Uf\OERTAKEN BY TRADES PEOPLE WHO HAVE A
KNONLEOCE OF THE USE OF LOCAL LIMESTCNE TN PARTICULAR,
IN RELATION TO CUTTING, DRESSING AND SETTING.
Rationale:
One important feature of the proposed
Morgan Heritage Area is the widespread use of the
attractive local limestone. It is an attractive
building stone and if well maintainea is quite
durable. There are many fine examples, of dressedlimestone and the details of this dressing should
be preserved. In order for sensitive restoratJon- .
work to be done it is desirable thatJ:,~;locdl ·:tr.Qdes: :-_: :
person be encouraged to maintain tne "craft 'o·f 'stone··".·masonry.

5.

Other Nominations in the Proposed Morgan Heritage Area.

REC<lvtviEI'DATICN: THE STUDY RECOvtv!EI'DS THAT THE SITES,
STRUCTURES AND BUILDINGS CONSIDERED TO BE OF
HISTORICAL INTEREST OR HERITAGE VALUE ~D NOT
RE~AENDED FOR IMMEDIATE NOv!INATICN, BE KEPT
UI'DER REVIEW BY THE lvrnGAN BRAN:H OF THE NATI®L
TRUST.
Rationale:
The Study has identified .a~orge
number of items os being of general historical
interest or heritage value. However I .the¥.
~
not all display the quoli ties cons~d~1."ed, ·d't. ~.-·:..,~
this time, to make them worthy·of nomination ~
os heritage items. However, later i~formation
may establish qualities such as.vniqueness
within South Australia, which it has not been
possible to establish within this study. They
may then be considered worthy of nomination
for registration.

eo :. . :

6.

'Nor-West Bend' Station
RECOvMENDATI~:
THIS STUDY RECCMtlHOS THAT THE
BUILDII'GS IN THE MAIN H0,4ESTEAD GROUP BE
NaAINATED FOR REGISTRATION AS HERITAGE ITEMS.
THESE INCLUDE THE MAIN RESIDENCE, THE COTTAGE,
THE WCOLSHED Af\0 THE SHEARII'G SHED·.

Rationale:
a)

Description of the Area.
~'"! ~

". . . .

The homestead complex, i(lcludi~·~ residen~e,
cottage, woolshed, shearing shed: blacksmith
shed, various sheds and agricultural
·
implements are located on the eastward facing
slope of the River Murray at a distance of
about 50 metres from the River. The buildings
rest on the limestone base exposed by the
river and are constructed of local stone and
timber. They are well above high flood
level.
The river valley extends to the east and south
with stands of red gums providing a fine
vista. To the north, the plains mallee extend
to the building r.omplex and provide a shady
display area for the old agricultural implements.
b)

Structures
The buildings have been progressively built
since the 1850's when the station was first
established. The homestead, cottage, woolshed
and shearing shed (former coach house) are
built of lime-stone quarried from the site.
The roofs are generally of corrugated iron.
However, a section of the homestead roof is
built from sheet iron with rolled joints,
imported from England. ~arts of the original
stringy bark shingle roof remain on the
shearing shed but a corrugated iron roof has
been built over the original roof.
Various other implement sheds have been added
later. They are built of corrugated iron.
The blacksmith shed is an open structure with
black oak posts and a brush roof.
The present owner has collected a vast array of
interesting early agricultural implements
and horse drawn vehicles which are housed in
sheds end amongst mallee trees to the north of
the residence. This collection of relics
from the district is unique in that it pertains
to the area and is housed in a working
environment.

14.

c)

Relationship of buildings
As the main production on the property has been
wool, the buildings were organised to handle
efficiently shearing the sheep and despatching
the wool. In the early days of the station,
wool was sent out by river steamer. The
wool, after beiPg shorn from th~ sheepr ~as
scoured, if necessary, on the slope behind ·the
shearing shed. A small roil track linked
,
the shearing shed to the woolsheq wh~J::~ J~~··
boles of wool were stored priof.,·to ·beil!g""·:_corried down to the boots-by flying fox. ,
The buildings ore, therefore, related in
function as well as in scale and use of
building materials.

d)

Uses
The property was originally the homestead for
a large station which at the height of its
glory is thought to hove covered about
5,200 sq.km. The property is now a relic of
that former glory and the present owner runs
several hundred sheep. The homestead buildings
ore conducted as a living museum by the
present owner who has supplemented the historic
buildings with a volvoble collection of early
agricultural implements and horse drown
vehicles. Inspections ore available by
appointment.

e)

Significance
The historical significance of the Area is
presented in Working Paper 4 and relates to
the early development of the station property,
the fascinating story of its growth and the
experimentation with new concepts in station
management.

f)

Intrusions
There ore no intrusions of new development
which detract in any way from the historic
harmony of the Area despite the fact that the
property still operates as a wool producer.

15.

RECCMviEI'DATICN:
THE STUDY RECavtAENDS THAT THE
DISTRICT COUNCIL OF ~hJRGAN AND THE MORGAN BRANCH
OF T~E NATICNAL TRUST ENCOURAGE THE PROPERTY'S
OWNER, MR. A. BROCKMEYER, IN HIS FINE EFFORTS TC
MAINTAIN THE HISTORIC PROPERTY /lND COLLECTICN
FOR POSTERITY.
Rationale:
The property is a fine. working exampie
of a colonial station in a beautiful· location.·; The collection of implements and other· artefaCt~ -..
relate to the Morgan district and qre·, th~r~f.~:>te;.',.;_ ::.
of added value if retained in one}t<"rlledion.,-·::::
The present owner Is policy of' limiting access is ,
good and should continue.
·
RECOMMENDATION:
IT IS RECavtAENDED T~AT A WRITTEN
AND PHOTOGRAPHIC INVENTORY BE ~DE OF THE bROCKMEYER
COLLECTION IN CONJUNCTIO~ WITH MR. BROCK~fYER, AS
SDON AS POSSIBLE SO THAT VALUABLE INFORMATION ON
THE SOURCES AI'O USES OF IMPLEkAENTS A!'D ARTEFACTS
IS AVAILABLE.
Rationale:
The collection contains many unique
objects which were used in the early development
of the district. Part of their value lies in
the knowledge of their first use, ownership and
location. This information should be recorded
using the knowledge of fvir. Brockmeyer. An
approach should be made to both the South
Australian Heritage Committee and the South
Australian Museum for assistance with funding
the catalogue.

16.

7.

Information
RECOMMENDATION:
THIS STUDY RECOMMENDS THAT
INFOR!YlATION ON THE HERITAGE VALUE OF THE f..ORGAN
DISTRICT BE PRESENTED TO RESIDENTS AND VISITORS BY
ME~~S OF DISPLAYS AND BROCHURES.
Rationale:
Access to information will allow
residents to achieve a greater awareness and pride
in the history of the district and will provide
visitors with the opportunity to visit historic· .. ·
sites and appreciate their value in,...the ·aeveTopment:
of the State. A great deal of interesting
·
photographic material is available ~articulorly
relating to the river steomers-a!"Jd would be of
wide public appeal if presented in a thematic
display on the river trade.
RECC:MvlENDATION:
A \'IALKI~ TRAIL SHOULD BE
PREPARED THROUGH THE PROPOSED MORGAN HERITAGE AREA
TO LINK UP THE SITES, BUILDI~S AND STRUCTURES
OF HERITAGE VALUE, THE VARIOUS LOOK-OUT FOINTS
WHICH PROVIDE GXJ) VIEWS OVER THE AREA, THE
DISPLAYS OF PHOTOGRAPHS AND RELICS AND PLACES OF
REFRESHMENT.
Rationale:
The Morgan Heritage Area has the
great advantage of providing a lot of interest
within a compact area. Walking distances are not
great and con combine a large number of early
buildings, railway structures and the wharf with
a pleasant riverside walk with access to attractive
look-out points which provide good views of the
Heritage Area and the river valley. Refreshments
are available on route from the two hotels and a
delicatessen. The various items should hove a
small, descriptive sign as on aid to navigating
the trail given in a brochure.
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